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Abstract

A flow-graph language which includes a simultaneous assignment, pointers and computed
jumps is developed. The language is expressive enough that sequential composition can be de-
fined as a function on commands, constructing a single command from its arguments. This allows
the abstraction of a program to be constructed from the program text. This form of abstraction is
the reverse of compilation: the abstraction of a program is also a program. The sequential com-
position operator can reduce the number of commands which must be considered when verifying
a program. This provides a method for simplifying program verification. Proof rules are defined
for reasoning about the liveness properties of flow-graph programs. The language is expressive
enough to describe sequential object code programs and a program for the Alpha AXP processor
is verified as an example.

1 Introduction

A program is verified to show that it is correct: the result of executing the program on a machine
will satisfy its specification. High-level programs are difficult to verify since they are not directly
executable but must be translated, by a compiler, to object code. As well as requiring a semantics
for the language, which is often hard to obtain, verifying a high-level program requires a proof that
that the compiler does not introduce errors into the object code. An object code program is written in
a processor language and is executable on a machine. Although processor languages have a formal
semantics, object code programs are also difficult to verifysince their execution and data models of
object code are more flexible than those of the programs whichhave been considered in verification.
Object code also makes acute a general problem in verification: the more commands in the program to
be verified, the more difficult it is to verify. Because a typical object code program has a large number
of commands, the work required to verify object code is too great to be practical.

A processor language, often called an assembly language or an instruction set, is an instance of a
flow-graph language with pointers and computed jumps. This paper describes such a language, calledL, which is expressive enough a processor instruction can be described as a single command ofL.
Formal definitions for the syntax and semantics ofL are given and used to define the proof rules of a
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2 Background 2

program logic suitable for verifying the liveness properties of programs (Manna & Pnueli, 1981). The
data and execution models of the languageL generalise the models of processor languages and any
sequential object code program, which does not modify itself, can be described as program ofL by
replacing each instruction with its equivalentL commands. Since the size of theL program will be
equal to the size of the object code, verifying the program ofL will be no more difficult than verifying
the object code program.

Verifying a program ofL can be simplified by constructing anabstractionof the program which
reduces the number of commands to be considered during the course of a proof. The abstraction of a
programp is a program ofL which is correct only ifp is correct. The method of abstracting programs
used here is based on manipulating the commands of a program.Sequential compositionis defined,
as a function on commands ofL, to construct a single command which is equivalent to its arguments.
An abstraction of a program is obtained by replacing commands of the program with the result of
applying sequential composition to program commands. Since this reduce the number of commands
to be considered, the resulting program will usually be simpler to verify, at worst no more difficult,
than the original program. Both the verification and abstraction of programs are based on the text of
a program, which allows the efficient implementation of automated proof tools to abstract from and
verify programs.

Notation

The types of Booleans, integers and natural numbers are denotedboolean, Z andN respectively. The
type of functions fromS to T are writtenS ! T , thenth cross-product of typesT1 : : : Tn is written(T1 � : : : � Tn), a set of elements of typeT has typeSet(T ). Predicates on a typeT are functions
of type (T ! boolean). Types and sets are considered equivalent, that an identifier x has typeT is
written x : T or x 2 T . The boolean true, false, conjunction (and), disjunction (or), negation (not),
implication (implies) and equivalence (iff) operators arewritten true, false, ^, _, :, ) and,. The
universal and existential quantifiers are written8 and9 respectively. The equality is written= and

the defining equality is
def= . The addition, subtraction, multiplication, division andmodulus operators

are written+, �, �, � and mod respectively;xy is x to the power ofy. Set membership, union,
intersection, subset and proper subset are written2, [, \, � and� respectively. The set of items
satisfying a predicateP is writtenfx j P (x)g. A set defined in terms of a BNF grammar contains all
items satisfying that grammar. The simultaneous textual substitution ofe1; : : : ; en for v1; : : : ; vn in
a termt is writtent[e1; : : : ; en=v1; : : : ; vn].
2 Background

Program verification is based on reasoning about the behaviour of a program during its execution,
modelled by the changes made to the machinestate. A state is a record of the values assigned to the
program variables, a command begins execution in a state andproduces a new state by an assignment
of values to variables; the assignment can be conditional onthe initial values of the variables. A
command or program is specified by assertions on the states inwhich execution begins and ends
(Hoare, 1969). The axioms of a program logic specify the semantics of commands and program while
the proof rules of the logic are used to establish the specification from the semantics. A processor
instruction makes simultaneous assignments to variables which are identified by expressions. These
implement theaddressing modesof the processor (Hayes, 1988) and are a generalisation of pointers
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to variables. Apointer is an expression which identifies, or refers to, a program variable. Pointers
give rise to the aliasing problem: it is not possible to decide whether a pointer refers to an arbitrary
variable by considering only the syntax of the expressions.

The aliasing problem affects the interpretation and specification of assignment commands. As-
sume that the simultaneous assignment of expressionse1; : : : ; en to variablesx1; : : : ; xn is writtenx1; : : : ; xn := e1; : : : ; en. A command assigning different values to the same variable cannot be
executed since no variable can have more than one value in a state. Without pointers, impossible
assignments can be detected by a textual comparison of the variablesx1; : : : ; xn. This test fails in
the presence of pointers because of the aliasing problem. Analternative is to interpret a multiple
assignment, with pointers, as a sequence of single assignments (Gries, 1981; Cartwright & Oppen,
1981). However, this increases the work needed to verify programs, such as object code, in which the
majority of commands make simultaneous assignments. The specification of assignment commands
is affected by aliasing since textual substitution is used to model the effect of the assignment on an as-
sertion (Hoare, 1969; Dijkstra, 1976). Textual substitution is not adequate when the language include
pointers and specialised substitution operators, which take into account the variable referred to by a
pointer, must be used instead (Gries, 1981; Manna & Waldinger, 1981b; Francez, 1992). Because
all non-trivial programs contain assignment commands, both these problems must be solved if the
programs of a language which includes pointers are to be verified.

In a flow-graph language, a program is a set of commands each ofwhich is uniquelylabelled
(Loeckx & Sieber, 1987) and each state identifies the commandselected for execution by its label. In
object code, the labels are address in memory and instructions are identified by a register called the
program counter (or the instruction pointer), denotedpc. If l is a label andc a commandc then the
labelled commandl : c is selected for execution in a states iff the value ofpc in s is l, pc = l. A
commandc hascontrol of the machine when it is executed and selects asuccessorc0 by assigning the
label ofc0 to the program counterpc. Theflow of controlthrough a program is the order in which the
program commands are executed.

Flow-graph programs are often studied by extending a structured language with ajumpcommand,
usually calledgoto. A jump, orcomputed jump, is a command which does nothing except pass control
to a successor, thetarget. The target of the jumpgotol is identified by the expressionl, which can
depend on program variables. Clint & Hoare (1972) describe such a language and interpret thegoto
as a command which passes control to a target but which does not terminates (similar approaches are
used by Arbib & Alagić, 1970 and de Bruin, 1981). Jifeng He (1983) uses a different approach in
which thegoto terminates before its target begins but separates the program variables from the flow
of control, making it possible for the jump commandgotol to terminate in a state wherepc 6= l. Both
interpretations are false for processor languages, where jump commands terminate and the flow of
control is determined by a program variable (the program counter,pc).

The difficulties associated with the jump commands are a consequence of their use in structured
languages. In these languages, programs are formed as compound commands using primitive syntactic
constructs, such assequential composition(Hoare, 1969; Loeckx & Sieber, 1987), to determine the
order in which commands are executed. Jump commands do not cause difficulties in a flow-graph
language which uses a program counter to select commands. A jump is simply an assignment to the
program counter: the commandgoto l is the assignment commandpc := l. More generally, there is
no need to distinguish between jumps and other commands of the language since all commands select
a successor by an assignment to the program counter.
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Abstraction

The principal proof methods for verification are the method of inductive assertions Floyd (1967) and
the method of intermittent assertions (Manna, 1974; Burstall, 1974). In both, a program is verified
by reasoning about the properties established by sequencesof program commands. A large part of a
verification proof is to show that a property to be established by a sequence is a logical consequence
of the properties established by individual commands of thesequence. This can be simplified by con-
structing a commandc which has the same effect on the machine state as the execution of a sequence
of commandsc1; : : : ; cn. The commandc will be an abstraction of the sequence, the properties of the
commandsc1; : : : ; cn can be deduced by reasoning about the single command.

Abstraction is the reverse of refinement (Back & von Wright, 1989). A programp1 is refined by
a programp2, written p1 v p2, iff p2 satisfies any specification satisfied byp1. Programp1 is an
abstraction ofp2, verifying thatp1 satisfies a specification is enough to show thatp2 also satisfies that
specification. Verifying programp with respect to specificationS can be simplified by constructing a
programp0 such thatp0 satisfiesS andp0 is an abstraction ofp, p0 v p. Becausep refinesp0, this is
enough to show thatp satisfies specificationS. The abstraction of a program can be constructed from
the text of the program: Hoare et al. (1987) describe a set of algebraic rules, for a language without
pointers or jumps, which define the relationships between different combinations of commands. If it
is know that commandc1 will pass control to commandc2, then a command can be constructed which
is an abstraction of the sequencec1; c2. However, this is complicated by the presence of computed
jumps and pointers. To abstract from commandsc1 andc2 it must be known that control will pass
from c1 to c2. Whenc1 is a computed jump, the target cannot be determined from the syntax of c1;
whether control will pass fromc1 to c2 is undecidable.

Pointers affect the abstraction of assignment commands, which is based on merging the list of vari-
ables to which assignments are made and on the substitution of values for variables. Assumex; y; z
are variables ande1; : : : ; e4 are expressions. The abstraction of the two simultaneous assignment
commandsx; y := e1; e2 andy; z := e3; e4 results in the commandx; y; z := e1; e3[e1; e2=x; y]; e4[e1; e2=x; y]
The expressionse1 ande2, assigned to variablesx andy by the first command, are substituted for
the variables in the the second command. The variabley, which occurs in both lists of assignments,
is assignede3[e1; e2=x; y], since the second assignment toy supersedes the first. The lists of assign-
ments, tox; y and toy; z andz are merged to the single listx; y; z, using syntactic equality to compare
the variables. Because of the aliasing problem, it is not possible to merge the lists of variables using
syntactic equality nor is it possible to use textual substitution when the assignments are to pointers.

Verification and Abstraction in the LanguageL
The verification and abstraction of programs in the presencepointer and computed jumps is stud-
ied here in the context of the languageL. This is a flow-graph language with three commands: a
simultaneous assignment, a conditional and a labelling command. The expressions ofL generalise
those found in processor languages, pointers are treated asinstances of a class of expressions which
identify variables. An equivalence relation between pointers is used to detect executable assignment
commands and to define operators for substitution and for assignment list merging. This combination
of commands and expressions is enough to allow the abstraction of commands based on their syn-
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tax. The rules for abstracting commands are then defined as a function on pairs of commands, which
results in a command equivalent to the sequential composition of its arguments.

The programs ofL are sets of labelled commands. Their semantics provide the basis for a re-
finement relation, which is used to show that a program can be replaced, during verification, with its
abstraction. The refinement relation is also used to show that abstracting from the commands of a
program results in an abstraction of the program. A program logic for the languageL is justified from
the semantics of the commands and the programs. The proof rules of the logic allow a program, or its
abstraction, to be verified using the method of intermittentassertions (Manna, 1974; Burstall, 1974)
while the proof rules for the commands are based on thewp predicate transformer (Dijkstra, 1976).
As an example of verification and abstraction, a program of the Alpha AXP processor is defined in
terms ofL and shown to be correct.

Outline

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the definition of the languageL begins, inSection
3, with the expressions of the language. This includes the models of pointers and the definition
of simultaneous substitution, needed for proof rules and toconstruct abstractions. The syntax and
semantics of the commands ofL are described inSection 4and are followed, inSection 5, by the
syntax and semantics of the programs. The method for constructing abstractions of a program is
described inSection 6, beginning with the definition of sequential composition for commands ofL.
Section 7gives an example of the proof rules which can be defined for thelanguage and is followed
in Section 8by the verification of a program for the Alpha AXP processor. The paper ends with the
conclusion inSection 9.

3 Expressions ofL
Commands of a programming language make changes to the machine state by assignments to vari-
ables and the value assigned to each variable is the result ofevaluating an expression. In the languageL, the variables to which the assignments are made can also be the result of evaluating expressions.
An expression is a constant, the name of a program variable orthe application of a function to one
or more expressions. In the languageL, constants arevalues, representing the program data, the
labelsof commands and the variablenames. The result of avalue expressionis a value, these expres-
sions perform operations such as arithmetic on the program data. Value expressions are also used,
asBoolean expressions, to perform tests on the program variables.Name expressionsgeneralise the
pointers and always evaluate to the name of a variable.Label expressionsare used to calculate the la-
bel of a command, to identify the target of a jump. To support program verification and abstraction,L
also includes substitution expressions, which are used to describe the changes made by an assignment
of values to variables.

3.1 Basic Model

The basic model ofL determines the values, names and labels, and the functions which can occur
in an expression. The arguments to all functions are values,as is the case in most programming
languages. The result of a function application is either a value, a name or a label and this is used to
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group the functions ofL. The functions which result in a name are the basis for the name expressions,
identifying a variable by performing some calculation on program data. Thevaluesare any non-empty
set representing the program data and thelabelsare a subset of the values. Thenamesof program
variables are distinct from the values and there is a mappingfrom a subset,Vars, of the values to the
names. The variable names include at least theprogram counter, pc, which identifies the command
selected for execution. An interpretation of the values as Booleans allows tests to be made on the
values of program variables.

Definition 3.1 Constants

The set of values,Values, is of some typeT1, Values: Set(T1), andLabelsis a subset ofValues.

Labels� Values

The set of variable names,Names: Set(T2) is distinct from the values. There is a subsetVarsof the
set of values,Vars� Valuesand a functionname: Vars! Names, which constructs variables names
from the elements ofVars. Forx; y 2 Vars:

Names\ Values= fg x = y , name(x) = name(y)
There is a namepc2 Names.

There are at least two values inValues, representing the Booleantrue andfalseand a boolean inter-
pretation,B, of typeValues! boolean, satisfying:

true; false2 Values B(true) = true B(false) = false 2
All expressions are evaluated in astate, which records the values stored in the program variables.

States are modelled as functions from names to values: ifs is a state andv the name of a variable thens(v) is the value of variablev in s.
Definition 3.2 States

A state is a total function from the names to the values.

State
def= (Names! Values) 2

The functions ofL are defined by identifiers, which can occur in the syntax of an expression,
and by an interpretation of these identifiers, which provides the function definitions and is used in the
semantics of the expressions. The domain of each function, of arity n, is thenth product of the set
of values. The functions range over either the set of values,labels or names and a function identifier
is either avalue function, a name functionor a label functions. There is at least one value function,
equal, which is interpreted as the equality between values.

Definition 3.3 Function identifiers and interpretation

There is a set,F , of function identifiers and a total function,arity, giving the arity of each function
name,arity : F ! N. There is an interpretation function,If , on the function identifiers with type:If : F ! (Values� � � � � Values)! (Values[ Names)
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For each of the setsValues, LabelsandNames, there is an associated set of function identifiers called
the value functions,Fv, the label functions,F l , and the name functions,Fn such thatFv[Fn[F l �F . For anyf 2 F , these sets satisfy:f 2 Fv ,8(e1; : : : ; em) : If (f)(e1; : : : ; em) 2 Valuesf 2 F l ,8(e1; : : : ; em) : If (f)(e1; : : : ; em) 2 Labelsf 2 Fn ,8(e1; : : : ; em) : If (f)(e1; : : : ; em) 2 Names

wherem is the arity of the function identifierf .

There is a function identifierequal 2 Fv, with arity 2, which is interpreted as the equality between
its arguments: If(equal)(x; y) def= �

true if x = y
false otherwise

For anyx; y, equal(x; y) will usually be writtenx =o y. 2
The interpretation of function identifiers,If , is a total function; a partial function whose identifier is
in Fv [ Fn can be defined using undefined values. These are modelled by application of the Hilbert
choice operator,�, to the empty set.

Definition 3.4 Undefined values

Given a setS, the result of functionundef(S) is an element ofS which makesfalse= true.

undef: Set(T )! T
undef(S) def= �(fx : S j falseg) 2

This approach does not allow reasoning about the undefined values (as the approach of Barringer
et al., 1984 does) but is sufficient for the expressions ofL which will be considered here.

Note that because the labels are a subset of the values, the label functions are also a subset of the
value functions,F l � Fv. A typical definition of the setsFn andF l contains a single identifier, of
arity 1, whose interpretation results in the name or label identified by the value argument. The result
of applying a name or label function to an argument which doesnot identify a valid name or location
is undefined. Value functions are used to calculate the result of an operation on data. These operations
are also used to perform tests on the state of the machine, using the Boolean interpretation,B, of the
values. Since the Boolean constants,true andfalseare values, the Boolean negation and conjunction
are value functions. This provides propositional (quantifier-free) logical formulas, which can be used
in the commands and expressions ofL.

Definition 3.5 Boolean operators

The negation and conjunction operators ofL are the value functionsnot andand.

not 2 FvIf(not)(v) def= �
false if B(v)
true otherwise

and 2 FvIf (and)(v1; v2) def= �
true if B(v1) ^ B(v2)
false otherwise

For anyx; y, and(x; y) will be writtenx and y. 2
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Values
def= Z Labels

def= fx : N j x � 264g
Vars

def= N Regs
def= fpc; r0; r1; : : : ; r30g Names= fname(x)jx 2 Varsg [ Regsflt ;plus;minus;mult ;div;mod;expg � Fv frefg � Fn flocg � F lIf (plus)(x; y) def= x+ y If(minus)(x; y) def= x� yIf (mult)(x; y) def= x� y If(div)(x; y) def= x� yIf (mod)(x; y) def= x mody If(exp)(x; y) def= xyIf (lt)(x; y) def= �
true if x < y
false otherwiseIf (ref)(x) def= �

name(x) if x 2 Vars
undef(Names) otherwiseIf (loc)(x) def= � x if x 2 Labels
undef(Labels) otherwise

Notation: For anyx; y, lt(x; y) is writtenx <o y, plus(x; y) is writtenx+o y, mult(x; y) is
writtenx�oy, div(x; y) is writtenx�oy, minus(x; y) is writtenx�oy, mod(x; y)
is writtenx modo y andexp(x; y) is writtenxy

Figure 1: Basic Model for Alpha AXP

The basic model defines the data items and operations which form the basis for all expressions of
the languageL. For the data operations of a processor language, the basic model would include the
natural numbers, as values and variables, the arithmetic operations and simple name and label func-
tions, to model memory access. A processor language normally imposes restrictions on the data items
and operations which are permitted, e.g. limiting values toa fixed set of numbers. Such restrictions
are better imposed by suitable definitions of the expressions ofL rather than restricting the constants
and functions on which these expressions are based.

Example 3.1 Alpha AXP processor: Basic model

The Alpha AXP is a64 bit processor architecture based on a RISC design (Sites, 1992). A detailed
description which includes the semantics of the processor language, is given in the processor manual
(Digital Equipment Corporation, 1996). The Alpha processor has32 general purpose registers, which
will be denotedr0 to r31 and the program counterpc is a register. The value stored in register31,
r31, is always0 and assignments to registerr31 are always ignored.

Data is stored in memory as bit-vectors of size32 (calledlong-words), representing the natural num-
bers0; : : : ; 232 � 1. Instructions are stored in a single long-word and all memory access is aligned
on a long-word: an addressx identifies the locationx � (x mod 4) � 4 and addresses4, 5, 6 and7
are all synonyms for address4. This data model, described by Sites (1992), will be used throughout
this paper. The model described in the processor manual (Digital Equipment Corporation, 1996), for
a later design of the Alpha AXP, allows byte sized memory access: addresses4; 5; 6; 7 identify four
consecutive memory locations.
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A model of the Alpha AXP data operations as constants and functions ofL is given in Figure (1). The
set of values,Values, on which a program of the Alpha AXP operates is modelled by the set of integers.
The names of program variables are the memory locations, modelled by the naturals, together with
the processor registers. Both the variables, inVars, and labels, inLabels, are memory addresses and
memory access is modelled in terms of the function identifiers ref, for variables, andloc, for labels.
The functions inFv are the basic arithmetic operations from which operations on bit-vectors can be
derived. 2
3.2 Syntax of the Expressions

Expressions ofL are made up of constants and function applications or are a substitution. As with
the constants and functions, the expressions are grouped according to whether an expression results
in value, a name or a label. This allows restrictions to be imposed on the occurrence of an expression.
For example, assignments can be made only to expressions which result in a name. Substitution is
defined as operator which constructs an expression ofL. This allows the syntax of substitution, which
describes the changes to be made to an expression, to be separated from its semantics, which carries
out the substitution in a given state.

The syntax of a substitution expression is made up of an expression ofL and anassignment list, a
data structure which associates name and value expressions. The assignment lists and the expressions
are mutually dependent. Assignment lists are required for substitution expressions and depend on the
value expressions; substitution constructs a value expression, since the result of a substitution is a
value, and can occur in an assignment list. For simplicity, the syntax of assignment lists, and their
semantic operations, will be generalised over the sets and relations which depend on the expressions
of L.

Assignment Lists

The assignment lists are similar to theassociation listsused to define textual substitution (Manna &
Waldinger, 1981a; Paulson, 1985). However, the syntax of the assignment lists includes an operator,
for the combination of lists, to represent the merger of assignment lists, needed for the abstraction of
commands. The semantic functions used to interpret substitution expressions take this operator into
account when calculating the result of a substitution.

Definition 3.6 Assignment lists

For setsN andV , the setAlist(N;V ) contains all lists of assignments of elements ofV to elements
of N . The setAlist(N;V ) is built up from the empty list,nil and from the operatorcons, � , and the
combining operator,� , and satisfies the grammar:

Alist = nil j (hNi; hV i) � hAlisti j hAlisti � hAlisti
The sub-term relation,� between assignment lists has type(Alist�Alist)! booleanand definition:al� nil

def= al = nilal � (x; e) � bl def= al = (x; e) � bl _ x� blal� (bl � cl) def= al = bl � cl _ al� bl _ al� cl
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An assignment listal is simple if no sub-term ofal is constructed by the operator�.

simple?(al) def= 8bl; cl : :(bl � cl)� al
Slist(N;V ) def= fal : Alist(N;V ) j simple?(al)g 2

The operations required for substitution use the syntax of the assignment lists to find the first value
expression associated with some name in a state. The search,for the value associated with namex
in states is ordered: if the assignment list is constructed from the addition of a pair(x1; e1) to an
assignment listbl thenx1 is compared (in states with x) before searchingbl. If the assignment list is
constructed from the combination of two assignment lists(bl � cl) then the listcl is searched before
the listcl (the choice is arbitrary).

Definition 3.7 Membership and find

For a relationR between expressions ofEn with type R : (En � En) ! State! boolean, an
assignment listal 2 Alist and states, the namex 2s En is a member ins of al iff there is a name
expressionx0 in al such thatR(x; x0)(s).x 2s nil

def= falsex 2s (x1; e1) � al def= R(x; x1)(s) _ (x 2s al)x 2s (al � bl) def= x 2s al _ x 2s bl
Functionfind has type(En � Alist) ! State! E and searches an assignment list for an expression
assigned to a name.

find(x;nil)(s) def= x
find(x; (x1; e1) � al)(s) def= � e1 if R(x; x1)(s)

find(x; al) otherwise

find(x; (al � bl))(s) def= �
find(x; bl)(s) if x 2s bl
find(x; al)(s) otherwise 2

Given a name expressionx, assignment listal, states and relationR, the result offind(x; al)(s) is
the value expression associated with namex in al by R in s, if x is a member ins of al. If x is not a
member inx of al, the result is the namex.

Expressions

The expressions ofL are made up of the value, the name and the label expressions. The set of value
expressions is the largest, containing all expressions of the languageL and includes the substitution
expressions. The sets of name and label expressions are obtained by restrictions on the functions
and constants. Name expressions are either constant names or the application of a name function to
value expressions. The label expressions are either labelsor the application of a label function to
expressions. The Boolean expressions are synonymous with the value expressions.
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Definition 3.8 Syntax of the expressions

The sets of value expressionsE , name expressionsEn and label expressionsEl satisfy the grammarEn = hNamesi j hFni(hEi; : : : ; hEi)El = hLabelsi j hF li(hEi; : : : ; hEi)E = hValuesi j hFvi(hEi; : : : ; hEi) j hEni j hEli j hEi / hAlist(En; E)i
The set of boolean expressions,Eb, is the set of value expressions,Eb = E .

The setAlist(En; E) will be abbreviatedAlist. Note that, fore 2 E andal 2 Alist, the substitution ofal in e is e / al. 2
Expressions which calculate the result of an operation on data are modelled by the value expres-

sionsE while the name and label expressions allow restrictions to be imposed on the expressions
which occur in an command. Name expressions calculate the name of a variable from one or more
value expressions, restricting the result to valid programvariables. Label expressions occur in com-
puted jumps and provide a means for ensuring that the target of the jump is the label of a program
command.

3.3 Semantics of the Expressions

The evaluation of an expression is by interpretation functions which range over the set of values,
names and labels. The value and label expressions share the same interpretation, a label expression
is constrained, by its syntax, to result in a label constant (in Labels). The interpretation of a value
expressione, in a states results in a value, ife is a variable name then it is the value of the variable
in states. The interpretation of a name expressionn as a name is eithern, if it is a constant name,
or is the result of applying a name function to arguments interpreted as values. The difference in
the interpretation of value expressions and name expressions corresponds to the difference between
r-expressionsandl-expressionsin code generation techniques (see Aho et al., 1986).

The semantics of the expressions are complicated by substitution, which updates the state in which
an expression is evaluated: if the substitution expressione / al is interpreted in states then e is
evaluated in a states0, obtained by updating states with the assignments ofal. The operations needed
to update a state depend on the interpretation of both name and value expressions. These, in turn,
depend on the interpretation of substitution since substitution expressions can occur in either a name
or a value expression.

Definition 3.9 Interpretation of expressions

The interpretation of the expressions are defined in terms offunctionsIe, In andIl on value expres-
sions, name expressions and label expressions respectively.Ie : E ! State! ValuesIn : En ! State! NamesIl : El ! State! Labels

Theequivalencerelation between expressions in a states and under an interpretationI 2 fIe;In;Ilg
is defined: e1 �(I;s) e2 def= I(e1)(s) = I(e2)(s)
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The relationR of Definition (3.7) is the equivalence under the interpretation of name expressions,In:R(e1; e2)(s) = e1 �(In;s) e2.
Thestate updatefunction,update, is defined:

update: (Alist� State)! State

update(al; s) def= (�(x : Names) : Ie(find(x; al)(s)))(s)
The interpretation as a value of expressione 2 E in states is defined by functionIe.Ie(e)(s) def= 8>><>>: e if e 2 Valuess(In(e)(s)) if e 2 EnIf (f)(Ie(a1)(s); : : : ;Ie(am)(s)) if e = f(a1; : : : ; am)Ie(e1)(update(al; s)) if e = e1 / al

wherem = arity(f)
The interpretation as a name of the name expressione 2 En in states is defined by functionIn.In(e)(s) def= � e if e 2 NamesIf(f)(Ie(a1)(s); : : : ;Ie(am)(s)) if e = f(a1; : : : ; am)

wherem = arity(f)
The interpretation of the label expressions,Il, is the interpretation of the value expressions:Il def= Ie.
The functionIb, of typeE ! State! booleanis the interpretation of an expression as a boolean,

defined:Ib(e)(s) def= B(Ie(e)(s)). 2
When the interpretation functionIe is applied to an expressione, in a states, any name expressionx occurring ine is interpreted as a namex0 and replaced with the values(x0). The application of

the interpretation as a name,In, to the name expressionf(a1; : : : ; an), in a states, interprets the
argumentsa1; : : : ; an as values, using functionIe in states. The interpretation of name functionf is
applied to these values to obtain the result of the name expression, a constant name. Applying either
interpretation to a constante results in the constant. However, the notion of a constant differs, a namex 2 Namesis a constant only under the interpretation as a name,In.

Although the constants and functions of the basic model provide simple expressions, these can be
used to derive increasingly complex expressions. For example, the Boolean disjunction can be derived
from the negation and conjunction functions ofFv.

or : (Eb � Eb)! Ebx or y def= not (not x and not y)
Because the negation and conjunction form expressions ofE , the disjunction of two expressions is
also an expression ofE .

Example 3.2 Alpha AXP: Data operations

The largest number which can be represented on the Alpha AXP is264�1 and all arithmetic operations
of the processor are performed within this limit. The basic operations are given in Figure (2) as
expressions ofE derived from the values and value functions of Figure (1). The arithmetic operations
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Arithmetic: x =64 y def= (x modo 264) =o (y modo 264)x <64 y def= (x modo 264) <o (y modo 264)x+64 y def= (x+o y) modo 264x�64 y def= (x�o y) modo 264x�64 y def= (x�o y) modo 264
Long(x) def= x modo 232
B(x)(y) def= (y �o 2x) modo 28

Memory access: mem(a) def= ref(a�o (a modo 4))
inst(a) def= loc(a�o (a modo 4))
wherex; y 2 E ; a 2 Values

Figure 2: Data Operations for the Alpha AXP

are written in the infix notation and are for bit-vectors of size 64. The functionLong is the conversion
of an arbitrary value to a bit-vector of size32. The functionB is the accessor for bytes: thenth byte
of an expressione 2 E is obtained byB(n)(e), whereB(0)(e) is the least significant byte ofe. Note
that the expressionLong(e) is equivalent to the expression(B(3)(e) �o 23) +o (B(2)(e) �o 22) +o (B(1)(e) �o 21) +o B(0)(e))
The name functionmem in Figure (2) provides access to variables in memory. Forx 2 E , the name
resulting frommem(x) is aligned at a long-word;x is assumed to be a multiple of four and rounded
down if not. The label function,inst, applied to expressionx 2 E identifies the command stored at
the addressx. 2
3.3.1 Equivalence between Expressions

Expressions can be compared by syntactic equality or by semantic equivalence. Syntactic equality is
stronger than equivalence: the expression1+1 is not syntactically equal to2, although it is equivalent
in an interpretation which includes integer arithmetic. Tomanipulate and simplify expressions, it is
necessary to determine when expressions are equivalent. The equivalence relation of Definition (3.9),
compares two expressions in a given state. A stronger relation, which can be used for rewriting (Duffy,
1991), asserts that two expressions have the same interpretation in any state.

Definition 3.10 Strong Equivalence

Expressionse1 ande2 arestrongly equivalentin I, written e1 �I e2, if they are equivalent in all
states. e1 �I e2 def= 8(s : State) : e1 �(I ;s) e2 2
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Names which are equivalent under the interpretationIn will also be equivalent under the value
interpretationIe and arguments to functions can always by replaced with equivalent expressions.

Lemma 3.1 Properties of equivalence relations

Assumee1; e2 2 E , n1; n2 2 En, f 2 F , I 2 fIe;Ing ands 2 State.

1. Syntactic equality establishes strong equivalence:e1 = e2 ) e1 �I e2.
2. Equivalent names are equivalent as values:n1 �(In;s) n2 ) n1 �(Ie;s) n2.
3. Arguments can be replaced with equivalents:e1 �(I ;s) e2 ) f(e1) �(I;s) f(e2).

Proof. Straightforward from definitions. 2
Because the equivalence of name expressions underIn is enough to establish equivalence underIe, the interpretation function will not, in general, be given. For expressionse1; e2 ands 2 State,e1 �s e2 will be written under the assumption that if bothe1 ande2 are name expressions then the

equivalence is underIn. If either of e1 or e2 is not a name expression then the equivalence is under
the value interpretationIe.
Example 3.3 Assumev1; v2 2 Values, x1; x2 2 Names. If v1 = v2 then the expressionsref(v1)
andref(v2) are strongly equivalent,ref(v1) � ref(v2). If ref(v1) is strongly equivalent tox1, then
ref(v1) +o x2 is strongly equivalent tox1 +o x2 and ifx1 = x2 thenx1 +o x2 � 2�o x1. 2
3.4 Derived Substitution Expressions

The substitution operator ofE constructs a value expression and cannot be used where a nameex-
pression is required. Separate substitution operators areneeded for the name expressions and for the
assignment lists, to apply a substitution to the value expressions which can occur in both. Substitution
in name expressions, interpreted as names, is defined on the syntax of name expressions, applying
substitution to the value expressions which occur as arguments to a name function.

Definition 3.11 Substitution in name expressions

The substitution of assignment listal in the value expressions occurring in name expressionx 2 En
is writtenx / al. x / al def= � x if x 2 Namesf(e1 / al; : : : ; em / al) if x = f(e1; : : : ; em)
wheref 2 Fn, m = arity(f) ande1; : : : ; em 2 E . 2

The interpretation of substitution in a name expression is consistent with its interpretation as
a value. If substitution is applied to a constant name (inNames) then the name is unchanged. If
substitution is applied to a function application then the arguments are evaluated in the updated state.
The effect of a substituting assignment listal in a name expression is therefore equivalent (using the
interpretationIn) to updating a state withal.
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Lemma 3.2 For name expressionx 2 En, assignment listsal; bl 2 Alist and states,In(x / al)(s) = In(x)(update(al; s))
Proof. Straightforward, by induction onx and from the definitions. 2

Substitution in assignment lists applies the substitutionoperators to each name-value pair in an
assignment list.

Definition 3.12 Substitution in assignment lists

The substitution of assignment listbl in assignment listal is writtenal / bl and defined

nil / bl def= nil((x; e) � al) / bl def= (x / bl; e / bl)) � (al / bl)(cl � dl) / bl def= (cl / bl)� (dl / bl) 2
The effect of substituting assignment listbl in assignment listal and then evaluating an expressione of al in states is equivalent to evaluatinge in the states updated withbl. Membership of an
assignment list is based on the equivalence of name expressions and membership in states updated
with assignment listal of a name expressionx is equivalent to membership ins of x / al.
Lemma 3.3 For name expressionx 2 En, assignment listsal; bl 2 Alist and states,x 2update(bl;s) al = (x / bl) 2s al / bl
Proof. Straightforward, by induction onal. 2

Substitution and the combination of assignment lists allowthe changes made to a state by two
assignment commands, executed in sequence, to be describedas an assignment list.

Theorem 3.1 For assignment listsal; bl and states,
update(al;update(bl; s)) = update(bl � (al / bl); s)

Proof. By induction onal and by extensionality withv 2 Names. The property to be proved is
update(al;update(bl; s))(v) = update(bl�(al/bl); s)(v). The cases whenal = nil or al = al1�al2
are straightforward from the definitions and the inductive hypothesis. Assumeal = (x; e) � al1 forx 2 En; e 2 E andal1 2 Alist. Casex 6�update(bl;s) v. It follows thatx/bl 6�s v, if x 2update(bl;s) al
then it must occur inal1 and the proof follows from the inductive hypothesis and Lemma (3.3).
Casex �update(bl;s) v. It follows thatx / bl �s v and the result ofupdate(al;update(bl; s))(v) isIe(e)(update(bl; s)). From the definitions, the result ofupdate(bl � (al / bl); s)(v) is Ie(e / bl)(s)
and the proof is immediate from the definitions. 2
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Theorem (3.1) is the semantic basis for the abstraction of assignment commands. If a commandc1 begins in a states and has the assignments in listal, it will end in stateupdate(al; s). If a second
commandc2 begins in this state and has assignment listbl, it will end in stateupdate(bl;update(al; s)).
From Theorem (3.1), the effect of the two commands on the states is described by the assignment list(al� (bl / al)). This assignment list can be constructed from the syntax of the commands and used to
construct an abstraction of commandsc1 andc2. The commandc with assignment list(al� (bl / al))
beginning in states will produce the same state as the execution ofc1 followed byc2.

Rules for the substitution operator are given in Figure (3),every substitution expression is the
substitution of value expressions. Rules (sr1) to (sr5) arethe standard rules for substitution. Rules
(sr6) and (sr7) describe substitution when the expression is a name function: the substitution is applied
to the arguments; the function is evaluated to obtain a namex and the assignment list is searched forx. If x is a member of the list then its associated value is the result, otherwise the result isx. Rules
(sr8) to (sr11) describe substitution and the combination of assignment lists: the substitution is carried
out on the arguments to any functions before the expression is reduced to a namex; the assignment
list is then searched for a value associated withx.

4 Commands ofL
The changes made to a state during the execution of a program are determined by the commands of
the program. In the languageL, the selection of commands for execution is also a function of the
commands. The languageL has alabelling, aconditionaland anassignmentcommand. The labelling
command associates commands with labels; the label assigned to the namepc in a states identifies
the command selected for execution ins. The assignment command describes the changes made to
the state in which it begins execution as an assignment list which updates the state. It is also used
to select a successor, each command makes at least one assignment to the program counter. The
conditional command allows the changes made to a states to depend on the values of the variables
in s. A Boolean expressionb is evaluated ins and depending on the result of the expression, one of
two branches is executed.

Definition 4.1 Syntax of the commands

The set of all commands ofL is denotedC0 and satisfies the grammar:

com = if hEbi then hcomi elsehcomij := (hAlisti; hEli)C0 = hcomi j hLabelsi : hcomi
The setC is the subset ofC0 containing only labelled commands.C def= fc : C0 j 9l0; c0 : c = l0 : c0g
Thesuccessor expressionof assignment command:= (al; l) is l (a label expression). The label of a

labelled commandl : c is l, label(l : c) def= l.
An assignment command made up of simple list will be written using infix notation. e.g. The com-
mand:= ((x1; e1) � (x2; e2) � � � � � (xn; en) � nil; l) is writtenx1; x1; : : : ; xn := e1; e2; : : : ; en; l. 2
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e / nil � e (sr1) v / al � v (sr2)x �s tx / ((t; r) � al) �s r (sr3)
x 6�s tx / ((t; r) � al) �s x / al (sr4)f 62 Fnf(a1; : : : ; an) / al � f(a1 / al; : : : ; an / al) (sr5)f 2 Fn f(a1 / ((t; r) � al); : : : ; an / ((t; r) � al)) �s tf(a1; : : : ; an) / ((t; r) � al) �s r (sr6)f 2 Fn^ v1 �s a1 / ((t; r) � al) ^ : : : ^ vn �s an / ((t; r) � al)^ f(a1 / ((t; r) � al; : : : ; an / ((t; r) � al) 6�s tf(a1; : : : ; an) / ((t; r) � al) �s f(v1; : : : ; vn) / al (sr7)

x �s tx / (bl � ((t; r) � al)) �s r (sr8)
x 6�s tx / (bl � ((t; r) � al)) �s x / (bl � al) (sr9)f 2 Fn f(a1 / (bl � (t; r) � al); : : : ; an / (bl � (t; r) � al)) �s tf(a1; : : : ; an) / (bl � (t; r) � al) �s r (sr10)f 2 Fn^ v1 �s a1 / (bl � (t; r) � al) ^ : : : ^ vn �s an / (bl � (t; r) � al)^ f(a1 / (bl � (t; r) � al); : : : ; an / (bl � (t; r) � al)) 6�s tf(a1; : : : ; an) / (bl � (t; r) � al) �s f(v1; : : : ; vn) / (bl � al) (sr11)

where v; v1; : : : ; vn 2 Values; x 2 Names; f 2 F ;t 2 En; r 2 E ; e 2 E ; a1; : : : ; an 2 E ; s 2 State; al; bl 2 Alist;
Figure 3: Rules for the Substitution Operator
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Every assignment command selects a successor by assigning alabel expression to the namepc. If an
assignment commandc has assignment listal and label expressionl then the assignments ofal are
made simultaneously with the assignment ofl to the program counter. The full list of assignments
made byc is therefore(pc; l) � al.
4.1 Correct Assignment Lists

The assignment command ofL is a simultaneous assignment and its semantics require a means of
detecting impossible assignments. The assignment command:= (al; l) can be executed only if it does
not assign two different values to the same name. The assignment list of the command,(pc; l) � al,
is said to becorrect iff every name is assigned at most one value. Every name expression in the
assignment list of a command is evaluated in the state in which execution of the command begins, and
the correctness of the list depends on this state.

An assignment list formed by the combination of lists is correct in states iff each name is asso-
ciated ins with at most one value by each list combined with the operator�. The correctness of an
assignment listal is determined by considering each simple list which occurs in al. A simple assign-
ment listal is correct in a states iff every value associated with a namex is equivalent ins. If al is
a combined assignment list then it is correct iff every simple assignment list occurring inal is correct
in s.
Definition 4.2 Correct assignment lists

For assignment listal 2 Alist and states, the name-value pair(x; v) 2 (En � E) occurs inal in states iff there is a pair(x1; v1) in al such thatx1 is equivalent tox andv1 is equivalent tov.

occs?((x; e);nil)(s) def= false

occs?((x; e); (x1; e1) � al)(s) def= (x �s x1 ^ e �s e1) _ occs?((x; e); al)(s)
occs?((x; e); (al � bl))(s) def= occs?((x; e); al)(s) _ occs?((x; e); bl)(s)

The set of values associated with a namex in a states by an assignment listal contains all valuese
such that(x; e) occurs inal in states.

Assoc(x; al)(s) def= fe : E j occs?(x; e)(al)(s)g
The initial prefix of an an assignment list is a simple list.

initial (nil) def= nil

initial ((x; e) � al) def= (x; e) � initial (al)
initial (bl � cl) def= nil

correct?is a predicate on assignment lists and states with typeAlist ! State! boolean. An assign-
ment listal is correct in a states iff correct?(al)(s). The predicatecorrect?is defined:

1. Simple lists: If al is a simple list,al 2 Slist, and every name is associated byal with at most
one value in a states thenal is correct.

correct?(al)(s), �8(x : Names) :9(e : E) : 8(e1 : E) : e1 2 Assoc(z; al)(s)) e �s e1�
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2. Assignment lists: If every simple list inal is correct in states then so isal.
correct?(al), �

correct?(initial (al))(s)^(8bl; cl : (bl � cl)� al) correct?(bl)(s) ^ correct?(cl)(s)) 2
The correctness of an assignment list in an updated state canbe be described, syntactically, by

updating the assignment list with the newly assigned values.

Theorem 4.1 For assignment listsal; bl 2 Alist and states,
correct?(al)(update(bl; s)), correct?(al / bl)(s)

Proof. By induction onal. The case whenal = nil or al = al1 � al2 is straightforward from the
inductive hypothesis. Assumeal = (x; e) � al1 for x 2 En ande 2 E . If al1 = nil then the property is
immediate from the definitions, assumeal1 6= nil.

()), the proof for (() is similar: Sinceal1 is correct, from the inductive hypothesis, every com-
bined assignment listbl � cl occurring inal is also correct. The property to be proved is therefore
correct?(initial (al))(update(bl; s)). Sinceal is correct inupdate(bl; s), there is no namex1 and valuee1 such thatoccs?((x1; e1); al)(update(bl; s)), x1 �update(bl;s) x ande1 6�update(bl;s) e. Assume

that correct?(initial (al / bl))(s) is false then there is a namex0 2 Namesand valuee0 2 Values
such that(x0; e0) occurs inal / bl, x0 �s x / bl and e0 6�s e / bl. It follows from the defini-
tions (and fromx0 2 Names; e0 2 Values) that x0 �update(bl;s) x and e0 6�update(bl;s) e. From
the definition of initial , of substitution in an assignment list (Definition 3.12) andof occs? that
occs?((x0; e0); al)(update(bl; s)). Sincee0 6�update(bl;s) e and from the definition ofAssoc, there
are two distinct values inAssoc(x; al)(update(bl; s)). From the definition ofcorrect?, the name ex-
pressionx is uniquely associated withe which is a contradiction. 2

The predicatecorrect? is a precondition which must be satisfied by the state in whichan as-
signment commands begins execution. For processor languages, the majority of the commands have
assignment lists which are correct in any state. For object code verification, this means that the cor-
rectness of assignment lists in all states only needs to be established once. It is not necessary to
re-establish the correctness of an assignment list during averification proof.

4.2 Semantics of the Commands

The semantics of the commands are defined as relations between the state in which a command begins
execution and the state in which it ends. A commandc which begins in states produces a statet froms by assigning values to names. A command labelled withl begins only if it is selected for execution:
the namepc must have the valuel in states. A conditional command with testb, true branchct and
false branchcf will executect if the expressionb is true in s; if b is false thencf is executed. An
assignment command produces statet by updating states with the assignment list. If the assignment
list is not correct, the assignment command fails to terminate.
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Definition 4.3 Semantics of the commands

The interpretation function on commands has definition:Ic : C0 ! (State� State)! booleanIc(l : c)(s; t) def= Ie(pc)(s) = l ^ Ic(c)(s; t)Ic(:= (al; l))(s; t) def= �
correct?((pc; l) � al)(s)^t = update((pc; l) � al; s)Ic(if b then c1 elsec2)(s; t) def= � Ic(c1)(s; t) if Ib(b)(s)Ic(c2)(s; t) if :Ib(b)(s) 2

The commands are deterministic: if a commandc begins in a states then there is a single state in
which c can end. Because of this, the relations defining the semantics of the commands can also be
considered to be functions transforming states.

Lemma 4.1 For commandc 2 C0 and statess; t; u 2 State,Ic(c)(s; t) ^ Ic(c)(s; u) ) t = u
Proof. Straightforward, by induction on the commandc. 2

An assignment command:= (al; l) updates the program counter with the label expressionl. IfIc(:= (al; l))(s; t) then t = update((pc; l) � al; s) and the value ofpc in t is Il(l)(s). Because
the program counter,pc, acts as a guard on the execution of a labelled command, the assignment
commands control the selection of commands for execution.An assignment command of the form:= (nil; l) is a jump command: its only action is to select the command labelledl and sincel is a label
expression, this is a computed jump. Assignment commands also model the commands which cannot
be executed. If assignment listal is always incorrect then the interpretation of command:= (al; l) is
alwaysfalse, the command can never terminate.

Definition 4.4 goto andabort

The computed jump command,goto l, is the assignment command with an empty assignment list
and successor expressionl. The command which always fails,abort, has an assignment list which is
always incorrect.

goto : El ! C0
goto l def= := (nil; l) abort : C0

abort def= (pc;pc := true; false;undef(El)) 2
Note that the assignment list ofgoto l is correct in any states, correct?((pc; l) � nil)(s), andgoto l
can be executed in any state. The commandabort can never be executed since bothtrue andfalseare
assigned to the program counter, the assignment list ofabort is never correct.

When a command ofL is selected in states, the command is said to beenabledin s. The
command can begin execution ins and must either terminate and update states, or fail to terminate.
If the command fails to terminate then it is said tohalt in states.
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Instruction Command ofLldl r1; v(r 2) r1 := mem(r 2 +64 v);pc+64 4stl r1; v(r(b)) mem(r2 +64 v) := Long(r 1);pc+64 4addl r 1; r 2; r 3 r3 := Long(r 1 +64 r 2);pc+64 4cmpule r1; r2; r3 if r 1 � r 2 then r3 := 1;pc+64 4 else r3 := 0;pc+64 4br r1; v r1 := pc+64 4; inst(pc+64 4 +64 v)beq r1; v if r 1 =64 0
then r1 := pc+64 4; inst(pc+64 4 +64 v)
else gotopc+64 4jsr r1; r 2 r1 := pc+64 4; inst(r 2)

wherer1; r2; r 3 2 fr0; : : : ; r30g; v 2 Values

Figure 4: Example of Alpha AXP instructions

Definition 4.5 Halts

Commandc halts in states if c is enabled ins and there is no state in whichc can terminate.

halt? : C ! State! boolean

halt?(c)(s) def= pc�s label(c) ^ 8(t : State) : :Ic(c)(s; t) 2
For any labell, the commandl : abort halts in every state. The commandl : goto l never halts and is
the command which performs no action: if it is enabled in state s then it will also terminate ins (and
be re-selected for execution).

Example 4.1 Alpha AXP: Instructions

The Alpha AXP processor language includes instruction to access data items in memory; to perform
arithmetic operations on these items and to control the flow of control through a program. Represen-
tative instructions for each of these classes, described ascommands ofL, are given in Figure (4). The
instructions are given with registersr 1; r 2 2 Namesandv 2 Values. Note thatr1 andr2 may be any
of the registersr0; : : : ; r30.

Data movement:Instructionsldl andstl move long-words between registers and memory locations
using indirect addressing to identify the memory variable to access. Instructionldl r 1; v(r 2) the
long-word in memory locationmem(r 2 +64 v) to registerr1. Instructionstl r1; v(r 2) stores the
long-word value of registerr 1 in the memory variablemem(r 2 +64 v).
Arithmetic instructions:Arithmetic instructions are used to calculate and to compare values. Instruc-
tion addl r1; r2; r 3 implements addition of long-words, storing the sum of register r 1 and registerr 3
in registerr3. The comparison instructioncmpule r 1; r 2; r 3 setsr3 to 1 if r 1 is less than or equal to

r2.. The test is calculated as the Boolean expression (ofEb): r 1 �64 r2 def= (r 1 =64 r2) or (r 1 <64 r2).
Program control: Instructions for program control are made up of conditionaland unconditional
jumps (called branches) and computed jumps, used to pass control to and from sub-routines. The
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instructionbr r1; v, assigns the label of the next instruction to registerr 1 and passes control to the
instruction with labelpc+64 4+64 v. The conditional jump instructionbeq r 1; v passes control to the
instruction at labelpc+64 4+64 v if r1 =64 0. The computed jumps pass control to a target identified
by a register. Instructionjsr r1; r 2 stores the label of the next instruction in registerr 1 and passes
control to the label stored inr 2. The return from sub-routine, instructionrts, has the same semantics
as the jump to sub-routine, instructionjsr.

Byte sized memory access:Although it is assumed here that all memory access is of aligned long-
words, it is straightforward to base the semantics of the instructions on byte sized access. For example,
the instructionldbu r 1; v(r 2) is the byte size equivalent of the instructionldl. Its semantics can be
described by the commandr 1 := B(0)(ref(r2 +64 v));pc+64 4. The name functionref is used to
model memory access and the value functionB ensures that the value is a byte.

Long-word access is used in the examples to simplify the presentation. For example, using byte sized
access to model the instructionstl r 1; v(r 2) requires an assignment to the four memory locations in
which the long-word is stored. The semantics of the instruction would be described by the command:

ref(a);ref(a+64 1); ref(a+64 2); ref(a+64 3):= B(0)(r 1);B(1)(r 1);B(2)(r 1);B(3)(r 1);pc+64 4
wherea = r2 +64 v.

Byte sized memory access adds complexity to the expressionsused in the semantics of instructions.
It does not otherwise affect the ability to define processor instructions in the languageL. 2
5 Programs ofL
The languageL is a flow-graph language, the order in which commands are executed is independent of
the syntax of a program. Because the flow of control is determined by the selection of each command
of its successor, it is enough for a program ofL to uniquely identify its commands and the programs
of L are sets of uniquely labelled commands. The labels index thecommands of a program: if the
programp contains a commandl : c then the labell is enough to obtain that command from programp.

Definition 5.1 Programs

A setp of labelled commands is a program ofL iff every command inp is uniquely labelled.

program?: Set(C)! boolean

program?(a) def= 8(c; c1 2 a) : label(c) = label(c1)) c = c1
The setP contains all programs ofL.P def= fp : Set(C) j program?(p)g
If there is a commandc in programp with label l thenc is the command ofp at l.

at : (P � Labels)! C
at(p; l) def= �fc : C j c 2 p ^ l = label(c)g 2
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Alpha Programswap : bis $2; $0; $0bis $0; $1; $1bis $1; $2; $2 L programl1 : r2 := r0; l2l2 : r0 := r1; l3l3 : r1 := r2; l4
Figure 5: Alpha AXP: Register swapping

Every subset of a programp 2 P is a program and, in particular, the empty set is a program.
A program does not specify an initial command: execution canbegin with any command and a pro-
gram can contain commands which cannot be or are never executed. Moreover, the order in which
commands of the program are executed is independent of any ordering of the labels.

A program can be extended with a commandc to form a programp [ fcg provided that no
command inp shares a label withc. A program can also be constructed by the combination of two
programsp1 andp2. The programp0 obtained by combiningp1 with p2 contains all commands ofp2 and the commands ofp1 which do not share a label with a command ofp2. When there are
commandsc1 2 p1 andc2 2 p2 which share a label,label(c1) = label(c2), only commandc2 occurs
in programp0.
Definition 5.2 Construction

If there is no command in a programp labelledlabel(c) thenp+ c is theadditionof commandc to p,
otherwise it isp. + : (P � C)! Pp+ c def= � p [ fcg if 8(c1 2 p) : label(c1) 6= label(c)p otherwise

Thecombinationof programsp1; p2 2 P is the union ofp2 with the subset ofp1 containing commands
whose labels are distinct from those ofp2.] : (P � P)! Pp1 ] p2 def= p2 [ fc1 2 p1 j 8c2 2 p2 : label(c1) 6= label(c2)g 2

Since the empty set is a program, a program can be constructedby the addition of commands to
the empty set. The combination of a programsp1 andp2 is equivalent to the addition of the individual
commands ofp1 to p2. Typically, the combination operator will be applied whenp2 is a program
derived from a subset ofp1, to fold changes made to a subset of the program into the program.

Example 5.1 Alpha AXP: Programs

The Alpha AXP program of Figure (5) swaps the values of registers r0 and r1 using registerr2 as
an intermediate variable. The movement of data between registers is by the instructionbis r0; r 1; r 2,
which stores the bitwise disjunction ofr1 and r 2 in r 0. The bitwise disjunction of a registerr and
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itself is r . In the equivalent program ofL, the commands are uniquely labelled and for eachli; li+1,1 � i � 3, li+1 � li +64 4. In general, where the successor expression of a command ispc+64 4 and
the commands labell 2 Labelsis known, the constantl0 2 Labels, l0 � pc+64 4, will be used instead.2
5.1 Semantics of the Programs

A program ofL is executed by the repeated selection and execution of its commands. The program
relates the state in which it begins execution to the states which are produced during its execution: a
programp, beginning in states, leads tostatet if execution ofp beginning ins eventually produces
statet. The program defines atransition relationbetween the two states (Manna, 1974; Cousot, 1981;
Gordon, 1994), which can be used to verify the liveness properties of the program (Manna & Pnueli,
1991). Transition relations can also be used to compare programs, based on the states which each
program produces. This is the basis for a refinement relationbetween programs, which is used to
show that one program is the abstraction of another.

The leads torelation between states is the transitive closure, restricted to a programp, of the
interpretation functionIc on the commands ofp.

Definition 5.3 Leads to

The leads torelation from states to statet through programp 2 P is writtens a; t and satisfies:c 2 p Ic(c)(s; t)s p; t s p; u u p; ts p; t
For any commandc 2 C and statess; t 2 State, if Ic(c)(s; t) thens leads tot through commandc.
The interpretation of a commandIc(c)(s; t) will be written s c; t. 2
The commands of a programp will also be the commands of a supersetp0 of p and any states produced
by p will also be produced byp0. Because the relationleads tois defined on a set of commands, in
Set(C), and not only for programs, inP, the set through which a state leads to another can be extended
arbitrarily.

The relationleads toextends the interpretation function of commands to consider the cumulative
effect of commands of a programp. If p beginning in a states leads to a statet then the commands ofp establish a relationship between the two states. The semantics of programp are defined in terms of
the states related by the relationleads tothrough the programp.

Definition 5.4 Semantics of programs

The interpretation functionIp applied to programp 2 P and statess; t 2 Stateis true iff p beginning
in s eventually producest. Ip : P ! (State� State)! booleanIp(p)(s; t) def= s p; t 2
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A program terminates when a state is produced in which no command of the program is se-
lected for execution. A terminating program can be transformed to a non-terminating program by
the addition of commands to form an infinite loop. In general,no distinction will be made between
non-terminating and terminating programs, whether a program terminates is not decidable from the
syntax of the program commands.

The programs have a number of basic properties: the interpretation of programs is transitive: ifIp(p)(s; u) andIp(p)(u; t) thenIp(s; t) for any p 2 P ands; t; u 2 Stateand if a command of
a program relates two states then so does the program. Only one command of a program can be
selected in any state, if commandc of programp is enabled in a states andc halts then the programp must also halt. No other command can be executed ins, since each command is uniquely labelled,
and no successor to commandc can be selected.

Definition 5.5 Program halts

Programp halts in states iff is there is a commandc 2 p which halts ins.
halt?(p)(s) def= 9(c 2 p) : halt?(c)(s) 2

Programsp; p0 2 P are equivalent iff programsp andp0 produce the same states. Transforming a
programp by replacing commands ofp with equivalent commands will result in a programp0 which
is equivalent top.

Lemma 5.1 For any programsp; p0 2 P and statess; t,8s; t :: 9(c 2 p) : Ic(c)(s; t) , 9(c0 2 p0) : Ic(c0)(s; t)8s; t : Ip(p)(s; t) = Ip(p0)(s; t)
Proof. By induction onleads to. ()), the case for (() is similar. The inductive case is straightfor-
ward from the hypothesis. For the base case: fromIp(p)(s; t), there is a commandc 2 p such thatIc(c)(s; t). From the assumptions, there is also a commandc0 2 p0 such thatIc(c0)(s; t). The proof
follows from the definition ofIp. 2

A useful transformation using the property of Lemma (5.1) isthe systematic replacement of the
program counterpc with the label of the command in which it appears.

Example 5.2 Let l; l1; l2 be distinct labels andc1 be some command. The programp = fl1 : c1; l2 :
abortg halts for all states in whichl2 : abort is enabled and also for all statess; t such thatIc(l1 :c1)(s; t) andpc�t l2.
The programfl : goto pcg is equivalent to the programfl : goto lg since the commandl : goto pc is
equivalent to the commandl : goto l. The programfl : if true then goto pcelse abortg is equivalent
to the programfl : goto lg since the commandl : if true then goto pcelse abort is equivalent tol : goto pc. 2
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5.2 Refinement of Programs

Refinement is mostly used in the development of programs, to show that a program satisfies its spec-
ification (Morgan, 1990) or to show that a compiler is correct(Hoare et al., 1993; Bowen and He
Jifeng, 1994). A programp is refined by programp0 if every state produced byp is also produced byp0. Programp is an abstraction ofp0 and, to show thatp0 produces a statet satisfying a property, it is
enough to show thatt can be produced by programp. Althoughp0 can produce more states than the
abstractionp, attempting to show thatp produces a state which it does not can only lead to a failure of
the proof and not to an incorrect proof.

Definition 5.6 Refinement between programs

Programp1 is refined byp2, writtenp1 v p2, if any states related byp1 are related byp2.v : (P � P)! booleanp1 v p2 def= 8(s; t : State) : Ip(p1)(s; t)) Ip(p2)(s; t) 2
Defining refinement in terms of the relationleads toallows the properties established by a program to
be separated from the number of program commands. An abstraction p0 of programp, p0 v p, may
contain fewer commands but any state produced byp0 will be produced byp.

For verification the most useful property of refinement is that it is transitive. Ifp1 is an abstraction
of p2 andp2 is an abstraction of programp then verifyingp1 will also verify p. A second property, that
a programp is always a refinement of any subset ofp, allows a program to be verified or manipulated
by considering a part of the program rather than the whole.

Theorem 5.1 Properties of refinement

For programsp; p1; p2 2 P ands; t 2 State,

1. Refinement is transitive. p1 v p2 p2 v p3p1 v p3
2. The abstractionp1 of any programp2 is an abstraction of any superset ofp2.p1 v p2 p2 � pp1 v p

Proof.

1. Definition of refinement and transitivity ofIp (from transitivity of leads to).

2. Sincep is a superset ofp2, for anys; t 2 State, if s p2; t thens p; t. The conclusion follows
immediately from this, from the assumptionp1 v p2 and from the definition of refinement.2
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A particular application of Item (2) of Theorem (5.1), is theabstraction of a program by abstracting
subsets of the program. However, the subset must be chosen with care since the empty set is refined
by any program: for anys; t 2 State, Ip(fg)(s; t) = falseandfg v p for any programp 2 P . More
generally, if a program always fails then it is refined by any other program.

Lemma 5.2 For programsp1; p2 2 P and statess; t 2 State,(8s; t : Ip(p1)(s; t) = false)p1 v p2
Proof. By definition of refinement,p1 v p2 reduces tofalse) Ip(p2)(s; t) which is trivially true. 2
Lemma (5.2) is an instance of a standard property of refinement: any program is an improvement on
the program which always fails (Back & von Wright, 1989).

6 Abstraction

The abstraction of a program is formed by constructing a single commandc, which abstracts from two
program commands, then combiningc with the original program. Assumec1; c2 2 C are commands
of programp, c1; c2 2 p, and that commandc 2 C abstractsc1 andc2. The abstractionp0 of programp is formed as the combination ofc with p, p0 = p]fcg andp0 v p. This method does not necessarily
reduce the number of commands in the program but can reduce the number of commands which must
be considered during the course of a proof.

A commandc is an abstraction of the two commandsc1 andc2 if it produces the same state as
produced byc1 followed byc2. Formally, for any statess andt, c must satisfy:9(u : State) : I(c1)(s; u) ^ I(c2)(u; t)I(c)(s; t) (1)

Becausec2 does not necessarily followc1, which may select any command,c must also have the
property that whenc1 does not selectc2 thenc has the same behaviour asc1.I(c1)(s; t) pc 6�t label(c1)I(c)(s; t) = I(c1)(s; t) (2)

Any command which has both these properties can replacec1 in a program.

The sequential composition operator of the structured languages (Hoare, 1969; Loeckx & Sieber,
1987) constructs the abstraction of two commands. This operator is usually a primitive syntactic
construct, withc1; c2 considered a compound command of the language (see Hoare, 1969, Dijkstra,
1976 or Francez, 1992). The interpretation of this construct isI(c1; c2)(s; t) = 9u : I(c1)(s; u) ^ I(c2)(u; t) (3)

which satisfies Property (1) but not Property (2). Forc1 = goto l1, c2 = l2 : goto l1, l1; l2 2 Labels
andl1 6= l2, the interpretation would alway befalse.

The sequential composition operator; is defined here as a function on the commands ofLwhich
ranges over the set of commandsC0. The definition is based on the the algebraic laws described of
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Hoare et al. (1987), extended to take into account pointers and computed jumps. The substitution
expressions ofL and the combination of assignments lists,Alist, provide the operations on pointers.
To treat the flow of control correctly, the sequential composition of commandsc1; c2 uses the label ofc2 to guard execution ofc2. This forms a conditional command which compares the program counter
and the label ofc2. If the two are equal thenc1; c2 is the command satisfying Property (1); if the two
are distinct thenc1; c2 is the command satisfying Property (2).

6.1 Sequential Composition of Commands

The sequential composition of commandsc1; c2 2 C0 is a command ofL in the setC0. The sequential
composition operator is defined by recursion over the commands of the setC0. For simplicity, the
definition will be given in a number of steps.

Definition 6.1 Type of the sequential composition operator

The composition operator; is a function from a pair of commands to a single command.; : ((C0 � C0)! C0) 2
If c1 is a labelled command thenc2 is composed with the command being labelled. Whenc1 is a

conditional command, the composition withc2 is pushed into the branches of the conditional.

Definition 6.2 Labelled and conditional commands

The composition ofl : c1 andc2 is defined:(l : c1); c2 def= l : (c1; c2)
The composition ofif b then c1 elsec2 with c is the composition of the branches withc.(if b then c1 elsec2); c def= if b then (c1; c) else(c2; c) 2

The properties of composition of a labelled or conditional commands are straightforward from the
semantics of the commands: ifc is any command then the composition of a labelled commandl : c1
with c, l : c1; c, is labelledl and is enabled in a states iff l : c1 is enabled ins. The composition
of a conditional commandif b then ct elsecf with c is equivalent to(ct; c) wheneverb is true and is
equivalent tocf ; c wheneverb is false.

An assignment command updates the state in which it starts with new values for some of the
names. Any commandc following an assignment will begin in the updated state and any expression
in c is evaluated in the updated state. This is equivalent to substituting the values assigned to the
names in the expressions ofc. When the assignment command is composed with a labelled commandl : c, the commandc can be executed only if the successor expression of the assignment command is
equivalent tol.
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Definition 6.3 Assignment commands

The composition of an assignment with a labelled command is defined:(:= al; l); (l : c) def= �
if equal(l; l1) then (:= al; l); c

else(:= al; l)
The composition of an assignment with a conditional commandis defined:(:= al; l); (if b then c1 elsec2) def= �

if b / ((pc; l) � al) then (:= al; l); c1
else(:= al; l); c2 2

The composition of two assignment commands:= (al; l1) and := (bl; l2), is obtained by: sub-
stituting l1 for every occurrence of the program counterpc in the expressions ofbl; substituting each
expression inal for its associated name when it occurs in the expressions ofbl; combining the two
resulting lists.

Definition 6.4 Composition of assignment commands

The composition of two assignment commands:= (al; l1) and:= (bl; l2) is the assignment command
which updates the states with the assignments made by:= (al; l1) followed by:= (bl; l2).:= (al; l1); := (bl; l2) def= := (((pc; l1) � al)� ((pc; l2) � bl / (pc; l1) � al); l2 / ((pc; l1) � al)) 2

The semantics of the assignment command require that the assignment list of := (al; l1); :=(bl; l2) is correct:

correct?((pc; l2 / ((pc; l1) � al)) � (al � (bl / (pc; l1) � al))
From the definition forcorrect?, this is equivalent to the correctness ofal, bl / ((pc; l1) � al) and of(pc; l2 / ((pc; l1) � al)) � nil. Assume that the first command begins in states and ends in stateu
and that the second command begins in stateu and ends in statet. Assume also that:= (al; l1); :=(bl; l2) begin and ends in states andt respectively. The assignment listal is correct in states since:= (al; l1) begins ins and terminates. The correctness of assignment list(bl / (pc; l1) �al) in states is
equivalent to the correctness ofbl in u and follows from the semantics of:= (bl; l2). The correctness
of (pc; l2 / ((pc; l1) � al)) � nil is immediate.

6.2 Properties of Sequential Composition

Proofs for the properties of composition make use of the factthat the initial prefix(pc; l) of an as-
signment list, which is present in the lists of composed assignment commands (Definition 6.4), can be
removed.

Lemma 6.1 For x 2 En, e 2 E , al; bl 2 Alist ands 2 State,

update(((x; e) / al) � (al � ((x; e) � bl / al)); s) = update(al � ((x; e) � bl / al); s)
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Proof. By extensionality, withn 2 Names. Assumen �s x / al. By definition,update(((x; e) / al) �(al � ((x; e) � bl / al)); s)(n) is Ie(e / al)(s). Also by definition,update(al � ((x; e) � bl / al)(n)
is Ie(e / al)(s), since(x; e) � bl / al is search first (definition ofupdateandfind). This completes
the proof for this case. Assumen 6�s x / al. By definition of updateandfind, if n occurs in the
assignment lists then it must do so either in((x; e) � bl) / al or in al. The initial assignment(x; e) / al
is irrelevant, in this case, and the proof is straightforward from the definitions. 2

Sequential composition satisfies Property (1) and Property(2). For any two commandsc1; c2 2 C0
and statess; u; t, if c1 begins in states and ends in stateu andc2 begins in stateu and ends in statet
thenc1; c2 also begins in states and ends in statet.
Theorem 6.1 Property (1)

For any commandsc1; c2 2 C0 and statess; t,9(u : State) : Ic(c1)(s; u) ^ Ic(c2)(u; t)Ic(c1; c2)(s; t)
Proof. By induction onc1 followed by induction onc2. The cases when eitherc1 or c2 is a conditional
or a labelled command are straightforward from the inductive hypothesis. Assumec1 and c2 are
assignment commands:c1 is := (al; l1) andc2 is := (bl; l2). If Ic(c1)(s; u) then, by definition ofIcu = update((pc; l1) � al; s). Similarly, if Ic(c2)(u; t) thent = update((pc; l2) � bl; u). The correctness
of the assignment list ofc1; c2 is straightforward from assumptionsIc(c1)(s; u) and Ic(c2)(u; t),
from u = update((pc; l1) � al; s), the definition ofcorrect?and from Theorem (4.1). The definition ofIc(c1; c2)(s; t) requires thatt is update((pc; l2) / ((pc; l1 � cl); s)), wherecl is ((pc; l1) � al) � (bl /(pc; l1) � al). Note that from Theorem (3.1),update((pc; l2) � bl;update((pc; l1) � al; s)) is equivalent
to update((pc; l1) � al � ((pc; l2) � bl) / (pc; l1) � al; s). That this is equivalent tot is straightforward
by extensionality. 2

For any commandsc1 2 C0; c2 2 C and statess; t, if c1 begins in states and ends in statet andc2
is not enabled int thenc1; c2 begins in states and ends in statet.
Theorem 6.2 Property (2)

For any commandsc1; c2 2 C0, label l 2 Labels and statess; t 2 State,Ic(c1)(s; t) pc 6�t lIc(c1; (l : c2))(s; t) = Ic(c1)(s; t)
Proof. By induction onc1, the cases whenc1 is a labelled or a conditional command are straight-
forward from the inductive hypothesis. Assumec1 is the assignment command:= (al; l1). By
Definition (6.3), c1; (l : c2) is a conditional command with the testequal(l1; l) and false branchc1. From the assumption,Ic(c1)(s; t), statet is update((pc; l1) � al; s). It follows that pc 6�t l is
pc / ((pc; l1) � al) 6�s l / (pc; l1) � al. Substituting forpc, and for the constantl, this is l1 6�s l.
It follows that the testIb(equal(l1; l))(s) is falseand thereforeIc(c1; l : c2)(s; t) is equivalent toIc(c1)(s; t). 2

Let c be the result of the composition of any two commandsc1; c2 2 C0. The interpretation ofc
in statess andt implies that either there is an intermediate state in whichc1 terminates andc2 begins
or c1 begins in states and ends int.
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Theorem 6.3 For commandsc1; c2 2 C0, l1; l2 2 Labels and statess; t,Ic(l1 : c1; l2 : c2)(s; t)(9(u : State) : Ic(l1 : c1)(s; u) ^ Ic(l2 : c2)(u; t)) _ (Ic(c1)(s; t) ^ pc 6�t l2)
Proof. By induction onc1 followed by induction onc2. The cases when either is a labelled or a con-
ditional command are straightforward from the induction hypothesis. Letc1 be the assignment com-
mand:= (al; l3) andc2 the command:= (bl; l4). Assumel1 �s l2 and letu = update((pc; l3) �al; s).
It follows, from the assumption, that(pc; l3) � al is correct ins, since it is contained in the assign-
ment list ofc1; c2. ThatIc(c1)(s; u) is true follows from the definition ofIc. Since the assignment
list of c1; c2 also contains(pc; l4) � bl / (pc; l3) � al and is correct ins, the list (pc; l4) � bl must be
also correct inupdate((pc; l3) � al; s) (Theorem 4.1). From Theorem (3.1), statet is update((pc; l3) �al)� ((pc; l4) � bl / (pc; l3) � al); s) which is equivalent toupdate((pc; l4) � bl;update((pc; l3) � al); s))
(Theorem 3.1 and Lemma lem:3.4). The interpretationI(l2 : c2)(u; t) is thereforetrue, completing
the proof for this case. Assume thatl1 6�s l2. By definition,l1 : c1; l2 : c2 is a conditional command
with testequal(l3; l2) and false branchc1. As in Theorem (6.2), it follows thatIc(c1)(s; t) must be
true, completing the proof. 2

Theorems (6.1) to (6.3) describe the behaviour of composition when both commands are executed
and terminate. Composition also preserves the failures of the commands: if the composition of com-
mandsc1 andc2 halts then so does eitherc1 or c2. Conversely, if either commandc1 or c2 halts then
so doesc1; c2.
Theorem 6.4 For commandc1; c2 2 C and statess; t; u 2 State,

1. If c1; c2 halts in a states thenc1 either halts ins or produces a stateu in whichc2 halts.

halt?(c1; c2)(s)
halt?(c1)(s) _ (9u : Ic(c1)(s; u) ^ halt?(c2)(u))

2. If c1 halts ins then so doesc1; c2
halt?(c1)(s)

halt?(c1; c2)(s)
3. If c1 beginning in states ends in a stateu andc2 halts inu thenc1; c2 halts ins.Ic(c1)(s; u) halt?(c2)(u)

halt?(c1; c2)(s)
Proof.

1. Assume there is a stateu suchIc(c1)(s; u) and a statet such thatIc(c2)(u; t). From Theo-
rem (6.1), it follows thatIc(c1; c2)(s; t) contradicting the assumption,halt?(c1; c2) that there is
no state such thatIc(c1; c2)(s; t).

2. Assume there is a statet such thatI(c1; c2)(s; t) (and therefore:halt?(c1; c2)(s)). From Theo-
rem (6.3), there is a stateu such thatIc(c1)(s; u). This is a contradiction since the assumption,
halt?(c1)(s), is that there is no such state.
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3. From the assumption,halt?(c2)(u), commandc2 is enabled inu and thereforepc�u label(c2).
Assume that there is a statet such thatI(c1; c2)(s; t). From Theorem (6.3), and frompc �u
label(c2), there is a stateu0 2 Statesuch thatIc(c1)(s; u0) andIc(c2)(u0; t). The commands are
deterministic (Lemma 4.1) thereforeu0 = u andIc(c2)(u; t). This contradicts the assumption
halt?(c2)(u). 2

Theorems (6.4) and (6.4), together with the earlier theorems, show that if the compositionc1; c2
establishes a property then so will the commandsc1 andc2, executed in sequence. If the compositionc1; c2 cannot be executed or cannot establish the property, neither can the two commands considered
individually. The advantage of sequential composition is that it is simpler to show thatc1; c2 estab-
lishes a property than to verifyc1 andc2 individually. Any property of the two commands, executed
in sequence, can be established directly from the commandc1; c2.

A property of sequential composition in a flow-graph language is that it is not associative. The
label of a command determines whether the command is enabledin a state. The composition of
commandl1 : c1 with c2, (l1 : c1); c2 has labell1. The composition of any commandc with (l1 :c1); c2, c; ((l1 : c1); c2), will select((l1 : c1); c2) iff c selectsl1 : c1 and will behave asc otherwise.
Even if c selectsc2, c2 will not be executed since it can only followl1 : c1.
Example 6.1 Let l1; l2; l3; l4 2 Labelsbe distinct. The commandgoto l2; (l1 : goto l3; l2 : goto l4)
is equivalent togoto l2. However, the command(goto l2; l1 : goto l3; )l2 : goto l4 is equivalent to
goto l2; l2 : goto l4. 2
6.3 Applying Sequential Composition

The commands which result from sequential composition can be complex. To ensure that composition
has Property (2), an assignment commandc1 composed with labelled commandl : c2 results in a
conditional command in which bothc1 andc1; c2 occur. However, the result of sequential composition
can, in some circumstances, be simplified using the properties of the expressions and commands.

To replace a commandc of a program with a simplified commandc0, commandc must be equiv-
alent toc0 in all states,Ic(c)(s; t) = Ic(c0)(s; t) (Lemma 5.1). This is possible by the replacement of
expressions in the command with strongly equivalent expressions. The conditions for strong equiv-
alence of expressions can often be established from the syntax of the commands and, in these cases,
the simplification of a command can be carried out mechanically. For example, assumel1 = l: in the
conditional commandif (l1 =o l) then c1; c2 elsec1, the expression(l1 =o l) can be replaced with
true. From the semantics of the conditional command, the result is a command equivalent to(c1; c2).
This method is similar to the techniques used for symbolic execution (King, 1971).

Example 6.2 Assume namex 2 Names, valuesv1; v2 2 Values, labelsl; l1 2 Labelsand expressionse1; e2 2 E . Let a 2 Fn be defined such that for allv 2 Valuesands 2 State, a(v) is distinct fromx
in s. Also assume forv1; v2 2 Valuesthata(v1) �s a(v2) iff v1 = v2.
The assignment command:= ((x; e1) / (a(e2); v2); l) is equivalent to:= (x; e1 / (a(e2); v2); l). The
assignment command:= ((x; v1) / (a(e2); v2); l) is equivalent to:= ((x; v1); l).
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The expressionref(a(x))/(a(v2); v1) is equivalent toref(v1) whenx has the valuev2. The conditional
command:

if (x =o v2) then (ref(a(x)) / (a(v2); v1) := e1; l)
else(ref(a(x)) / (a(v2); v1) := e2; l)

is equivalent to the command:

if (x =o v2) then (ref(v1) := e1; l)
else(ref(a(x) / (a(v2); v1) := e2; l) 2

6.4 Abstraction of Programs

The method for abstracting from programs is to choose two commandsc1; c2 of a programp and
form the subsetfc1; c2g of p. Sequential composition is applied to the two commands to obtain the
singleton setf(c1; c2)g. This is combined with the original programp, removing commandc1 fromp, to obtain the abstractionp ] f(c1; c2)g v p. This can be repeated any number of times, allowing a
sequence of commands to combined by sequential composition.

This method of abstraction is based on two properties of composition and refinement: the first that
the singleton setf(c1; c2)g is an abstraction of the setfc1; c2g.
Theorem 6.5 Composition forms an abstraction

Assume commandsc1; c2 2 C with distinct labels so thatfc1; c2g 2 P.f(c1; c2)g v fc1; c2g
Proof. From the definition of refinement, the property to prove is that, for anys; t 2 State, if s f(c1;c2)g;t thens fc1;c2g; t. By induction on;, the inductive case is immediate from the hypothesis. Base case,Ic(c1; c2)(s; t): from Theorem (6.3), either there is an intermediate stateu such thatIc(c1)(s; u) andIc(c2)(u; t) or Ic(c1)(s; t). In either case, the proof is immediate from the definition ofleads to. 2
The second property, of refinement, states that combining the singleton setf(c1; c2)gwith the programp results in an abstraction ofp. This is based on the ability to form an abstraction of a programp by
combiningp with any abstraction ofp.

Lemma 6.2 For programsp1; p2 2 P , p1 v p2(p1 ] p2) v p2
Proof. By definition of refinement, the property to prove is: if8s; t : s p1; t ) s p2; t then8s; t : s (p1]p2); t ) s p2; t. By induction ons (p1]p2); t. The inductive case is straightforward from
the hypothesis and from the transitivity ofleads to. Base case,c 2 (p1 ] p2) andIc(c)(s; t): if c 2 p2
then the proof is immediate from the definition ofleads to. If c 2 p1 thens p1; t and the proof follows
from the assumption. 2
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Lemma (6.2) justifies the method used to combine an abstraction with a program. The program
resulting fromp1 ] p2 is the union ofp1 with the commands ofp2 which do not share a label with
a command ofp1. Using the properties of Theorem (5.1) and Lemma (6.2), an abstraction ofp2 can
be constructed by selecting a subsetp0 of p2 and manipulatingp0 to construct an abstractionp1 of p0.
This can then be merged into the original programp2 to obtain the abstraction ofp2.
Theorem 6.6 Abstraction of Programs

For programp; p1; p2 2 P and commandsc1; c2 2 Cc1 2 p c2 2 p(p ] fc1; c2g) v p
Proof. Straightforward, by Lemma (6.2) and Theorem (6.5). 2
The program resulting from(p]fc1; c2g) is equivalent to(p�fcg)[fc1; c2g, replacing the commandc1 with c1; c2. Becausec2 may be the target of a jump, it is neither replaced nor removed.

There is no restriction on the choice of program commandsc1 andc2, although it will normally
be made to simplify verification of the program. In verification, the commands of a program are con-
sidered in the order which they are executed, the commands would therefore be chosen in the order in
which they may be executed. It is also possible to construct abstractions from the abstraction of a pro-
gram. Theorem (6.6) allows an abstraction to be constructedfor any programp of L, including those
formed by abstraction. Since refinement is transitive, the construction can be repeated an arbitrary
number of times; the result will also be an abstraction of theoriginal program.

7 Proof Rules

A program logic suitable for proving the liveness properties of a program, based on the method of
intermittent assertions (Burstall, 1974; Cousot & Cousot,1993), can be defined using the transition
relationleads to. A formula of the logic associates a preconditionP with the states in which execution
of programp begins and asserts that eventually a statet is produced which satisfies a postconditionQ.
The proof rules for commands are defined using awp predicate transformer (Dijkstra, 1976). The
rules for programs are similar to rules defined by Francez (1992) and also allow a program to be
replaced with an abstraction.

Assertions

The pre- and postconditions of a program are assertions on states, describing the properties to be
satisfied by the program variables. An assertion is a predicate on a state, the assertion language
is denotedA and contains the operators of a first order logic, the Booleanexpressions ofL and a
substitution operator.

Definition 7.1 Assertion Language

Assertions have typeA defined as the functions from states to Booleans.A def= State! boolean
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An assertionP 2 A is valid if it is true for all states and is is writteǹ P .` : A ! boolean` P def= 8(s : State) : a(s)
The negation and conjunction of assertions are defined:: : A! A:P def= �(s : State) : :P (s) ^ : (A�A)! AP ^Q def= �(s : State) : P (s) ^Q(s)
The disjunction,_, and implication,), operators have their definition in terms of the negation and
conjunction.

The universal quantifier is defined on functions from values to assertions.8 : (Values! A)! A8F def= �(s : State) : 8(v : Values) : F (v)(s)
Substitution in assertions is equivalent to updating the state./ : (A� Alist)! AP / al def= �(s : State) : P (update(al; s))
The Boolean expressionsEb are taken to be assertions;e 2 Eb ) Ib(e) 2 A. The assertionIb(e) will
be writtene for e 2 Eb. 2

To distinguish the assertions ofA from the logical formulas used in the presentation, universally
quantified assertions will be written using lambda notation. For example,8(�v : v +o 1 >o v) is an
assertion ofA which is true for any state (forv 2 Values). The existential quantifier ofA, can be

defined as9F def= :8(�v : :F (v)), wherev 2 ValuesandF 2 Values! A.

Specification of Commands

Thewp construct defines the weakest precondition necessary for a command to terminate and estab-
lish a postcondition. For assertionsP , Q, commandc and statess andt, wp(c;Q) is the assertion
satisfying:

wp(c;Q)(s) = 9t : Ic(c)(s; t) ^Q(t)
The weakest precondition required for commandc to establish postconditionQ is calculated from the
weakest precondition required by each commandc1 occurring inc.
Definition 7.2 Weakest precondition

For assertionQ, commandsc; c1; c2 and states; t, wp is defined:

wp : (C � A)! A
wp(l : c;Q) def= pc=o l ^wp(c;Q)

wp((:= al; l); Q) def= �
correct?((pc; l) � al)^Q / (pc; l) � al

wp(if b then c1 elsec2; Q) def= � b) wp(c1; Q)^:b) wp(c2; Q) 2
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The rules for the weakest precondition are given in Figure (6). The assignment rule (tl1) is similar
to that of Cartwright and Oppen (1981) and requires that the assignment list of the command be
correct. The label rule (tl2) requires that a labelled command be selected before it is executed. Rules
(tl3) and (tl4) are the standard rules for conditional commands and for the composition of commands.
The proof of the rules is straightforward by induction on thecommands.

There is no proof rule for sequential composition since it isnot a primitive construct of the lan-
guageL. The result of combining commands by sequential composition is a single command made
up of the labelling, conditional and assignment commands, to which the rules of Figure (6) can be
applied. The rule for sequential composition of Dijkstra (1976) can be obtained as an instance of
Theorem (6.1): ` P ) wp(c1; R) ` R) wp(c2; Q)` P ) wp(c1; c2; Q)
This rule increases the difficulty of a proof, requiring the commandsc1 and c2 to be considered
individually. The direct approach, reasoning about the single commandc1; c2, leads to a simpler
proof.

Specification of Programs

A programp is specified by a assertion made up of a preconditionP and a postconditionQ. The
specification ofp is written [P ]p[Q] and is an assertion ofA stating that execution of programp
beginning in a state satisfyingP will eventually produce a state satisfyingQ.

Definition 7.3 Program specifications

For assertionsP;Q 2 A and programp 2 P , a triple[P ]p[Q] is an assertion on a state.[ ] [ ] : (A�P �A)! A[P ]p[Q] def= �(s : State) : P (s)) 9(t : State) : Ip(p)(s; t) ^Q(t) 2
The proof rules for programs are given in Figure (7) and are similar to rules defined by Francez

(1992) for the intermittent assertions. Rule (tl6) describes the effect of a command of a program: ifP ) wp(c;Q) thenc terminates in a state satisfyingQ; therefore programp will establishQ. The
refinement rule (tl7) states that any postcondition established by programp will also be established
by a refinementp0 of p and rule (tl8) is a restatement of the transitivity ofleads to. Rule (tl9) defines
the induction scheme for program specifications. The proofsfor the rules are straightforward from
the definitions. The proof of the induction rule (tl9) is immediate from strong induction on the natural
numbers.

8 Example: Division of Natural Numbers

As an example of verification and abstraction in the languageL, an object code program for Al-
pha AXP will be shown to establish a specification. The objectcode program is produced by compil-
ing a program in the language C (Kernighan & Ritchie, 1978) and is then translated to a program ofL. An abstraction of theL program is then shown to be correct with respect to a specification.
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Assignment: ` P / ((pc; l) � al)) correct?((pc; l) � al)` P / ((pc; l) � al)) wp(:= (al; l); p) (tl1)

Label: ` P ) pc=o l ^ wp(c;Q)` P ) wp(l : c;Q) (tl2)

Conditional: ` P ^ b) wp(c1; Q)` P ^ :b) wp(c2; Q)` P ) wp(if b then c1 elsec2; Q) (tl3)

Strengthening: ` R) Q ` P ) wp(c;R)` P ) wp(c;Q) (tl4)

Weakening: ` P ) R ` R) wp(c;Q)` P ) wp(c;Q) (tl5)

Figure 6: Proof rules for the weakest precondition

Programs: c 2 p ` p) wp(c;Q)` [P ]p[Q] (tl6)

Refinement: p v p0 ` [P ]p[Q]` [P ]p0[Q] (tl7)

Transitivity: ` [P ]p[R] ` [R]p[Q]` [P ]p[Q] (tl8)

Induction: i; j; n 2 N j < i ` [F (j)]p[Q]` [F (i)]p[Q]` [F (n)]p[Q] (tl9)

wherec; c1 2 C, p 2 P , b 2 Eb, P;Q;R 2 A andF 2 (N ! A)
Figure 7: Proof rules for the programs
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unsigned int div (n, d, r)
unsigned int n, d;
unsigned int *r;f

unsigned int c=0;
while (n>d)f

c=c+1;
n=n-d;g

*r=n;
return cg

Figure 8: Division: C Program

The C program, given in Figure (8), implements the division of natural numbers. With argumentsn andd, the result of the function is the quotient,n=d. As a side-effect, the remainder,n mod d, is
stored in the memory location identified by argumentr. The program was compiled to produce the
object code program for the Alpha AXP processor of Figure (9). Note that although the Alpha AXP is
a64 bit processor, the compiler used to produce the object program represents integers as long-words
and all data operations of the program are on long-words.

The object program begins at the instruction labelleddiv, with argumentn stored in registerr16,
argumentd stored in registerr17 and argumentr in registerr18. The address to which control is
to return, at the end of the program, is stored in registerr26. The program begins by assigning0
to registerr0, which implements the C variablec. The least significant long-words of registersr16
andr17 are copied to registersr1 andr2 respectively andr17 is copied to registerr3. The values of
r1 andr2 are compared, ifr1 is less thanr2 (n < d), control passes to the instruction labelled$35
otherwise control passes to the instruction labelled$36. This begins the loop implementing thewhile
statement of the C program. Registerr0 is incremented by1 (c = c + 1); r16 is decremented by the
value ofr17 (n = n � d) and compared withr3 (which is equal tor17). If r16 is not less thanr3
(n < d), control passes to the instruction labelled$36, beginning another iteration of the loop. Ifr16
is greater than or equal tor3, control passes to the instruction labelled$35. This stores the value of
r16 in the memory location identified byr18, implementing the assignment�r = n. This terminates
the program passing control to the instruction identified byregisterr26. The result of the program
(the C variablec) is stored in registerr0.

8.1 L program

The object program of Figure (9) is modelled in the languageL by replacing each instruction with its
semantics, defined as a command ofL. The resultingL program,div, is given in Figure (10). Each of
the commands of theL program are labelled and the commands at labell1, l7 andl12 correspond to
the processor instructions (of Figure 9) labelleddiv, $36 and$35 respectively.
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div:
bis $31,$31,$0 ; r0:= r31 OR r31 (equivalent to r0:=0)
zapnot $16,15,$1 ; r1:=Long(r16)
zapnot $17,15,$2 ; r2:=Long(r17)
bis $2,$2,$3 ; r3:=r2 or r2 (equivalent to r3:=r2)
cmpule $1,$2,$1 ; if r1<r2 then r1:=1 else r1:=0
bne $1,$35 ; if not r1 = 0 then PC=label(35) else PC=label(36)

$36:
addl $0,1,$0 ; longword add: r0:=r0+1
subl $16,$17,$16 ; longword subtract: r16:=r16-r17
zapnot $16,15,$1 ; r1:=Long(r16)
cmpule $1,$3,$1 ; if r1<r3 then r1:=1 else r1:=0
beq $1,$36 ; if r1 = 0 then PC=label(36) else PC=label(35)

$35:
stl $16,0($18) ; store longword:mem(r18):=r16
ret $31,($26),1 ; return from subroutine: PC:=r26

Figure 9: Division: Alpha AXP Object Program

l1 :r0 := 0; l2l2 :r1 := Long(r16); l3l3 :r2 := Long(r17); l4l4 :r3 := r2; l5l5 :if r1 <64 r2 then r1 := 1; l6 else r1:= 0; l6l6 :if not r1 =64 0 then gotol12 else gotol7l7 :r0 := r0 +64 1; l8l8 :r16 := r16�64 r17; l9l9 :r1 := Long(r16); l10l10 :if r1 <64 r3 then r1 := 1; l11 else r1:= 0; l11l11 :if r1 = 0 then goto l7 else gotol12l12 :mem(r18) := Long(r16); l13l13 :goto r26

Figure 10: Division:L programdiv
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then r0; r1; r2; r3;mem(r18) := 0; 1;Long(r17);Long(r17);Long(r16); r26
else r0; r1; r2; r3 := 0; 0;Long(r17);Long(r17); l7c7 = l7 :if not Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3
then r0; r1; r16 := r0 +64 1; 0; r16 �64 r17; l7
else r0; r1; r16;mem(r18) := r0 +64 1; 1; r16 �64 r17;Long(r16�64 r17); r26

Figure 11: Programdiv1: Abstraction ofL programdiv

8.2 Specification

The specification of theL program requires that for any natural numbern andd, d > 0, the program
terminates with the quotient assigned to registerr0 and the remainder stored in the memory locationa, identified by registerr18. In addition, when the program terminates, control must pass to the
command at label,l, stored in registerr26 andl must not be in the rangefl1; : : : ; l13g.

For n; d; a; l 2 N, the assertionPre(n; d; a; l) 2 A states the precondition on the arguments to
programdiv.

Pre(n; d; a; l) def= d > 0 ^ n � 0 ^ (l < l1 _ l > l13)^ r16 = n ^ r17 = d ^ r18 = a ^ r26 = l
The postcondition,Post(n; d; a; l) 2 A, is the assertion to be established by the program.

Post(n; d; a; l) def= n � 0 ^ d > 0 ^ r26 = l ^ r18 = a^ n = (r0 �64 d) +64 mem(r18)
The specification of the program requires that when the command labelledl1 is selected for exe-

cution in a state satisfyingPre(n; d; a; l), then eventually the programdiv establishesPost(n; d; a; l)
and control passes to the command labelledl. The specification to be satisfied by the program is:` [pc= l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l)]div[pc= l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)] (for n; d; a; l 2 N)
8.3 Abstraction

An abstractiondiv1 of the programdiv is obtained by combining the commands ofdiv using the
property of Theorem (6.6). The commands are combined in the order in which they are executed.
Because there is a loop, at the command labelledl7, in the programdiv, there is a cut-point at the
label l7 (Floyd, 1967). The program is verified using the method of intermittent assertions and the
cut-point must be preserved in the abstractiondiv1. The abstractiondiv1 is therefore formed from two
commands. The first, which will be referred to asc1, is labelledl1, and obtained by the sequential
composition of the commands labelledl1 to l6 and the commands labelledl12 andl13.c1 = ((((((at(div; l1);at(div; l2));at(div; l3));at(div; l4));

at(div; l5));at(div; l6));at(div; l12));at(div; l13))
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The second command, denotedc7, is obtained by the sequential composition of the commands which
form the loop beginning atl7 and the commands executed after the loop terminates.c7 = ((((((at(div; l7);at(div; l8));at(div; l9));at(div; l10));

at(div; l11));at(div; l12));at(div; l13))
Obvious simplifications can be applied to commandsc1 andc7, these result in the commands of

Figure (11). For example, the result ofat(div; l1);at(div; l2) is the command:l1 :if l2 = l2
then := (((pc; l2) � (r0; 0)) � ((r1;Long(r16)) / ((pc; l2) � (r0; 0))); l3)
else := ((r0; 0); l2)

Since the registerspc, r0, r1 andr16 are distinct in any state and sincel2 = l2 is trivially true, the the
command can be replaced with the equivalent but simpler command:l1 : (r0; r1 := 0; r16; l3)
This is a simple application of symbolic execution (King, 1971) and a constant folding transforma-
tion (Aho et al., 1986). The abstractiondiv1 is obtained by combiningc1 andc2 with the program
div, div1 = (div ] fc1; c2g). This givesdiv1 v div, by repeated application of Theorem (6.5) and
Theorem (6.6). However, only the two commands of Figure (11)are needed to verify the abstraction
div1.
8.4 Verification

The programdiv is verified by showing that its abstractiondiv1 satisfies the specification:` [pc= l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l)]div1[pc= l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)] (for n; d; a; l 2 N)
The property of the loop in the program, at commandc7, is verified by induction on the value of

r16. The invariant for the loop (Floyd, 1967; Burstall, 1974) specifies the values of the quotient and
the remainder at each iteration of the loop.

Inv(q; n; d; a; l) def= 8>><>>: n � 0 ^ d > 0 ^ :(l =64 l7) ^ q =64 r16^l =64 r26 ^ a =64 r18 ^ Long(d) =64 r3 ^ Long(d) =64 r17^Long((r0 �64 r17) +64 r16) =64 Long(n)^(pc=64 l) mem(r18) =64 Long(r16))
When the program terminates (withpc =64 r26), the loop invariant,Inv, satisfies, forq 2 N, the
postcondition.` pc= r26 ^ Long(q) =64 (Long(n) modo Long(d)) ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ) Post(n; d; a; l)

Given the precondition, the postcondition and the loop invariant, the verification ofidiv1 is by
three steps. The first and second to show that either commandc1 establishes the postcondition orc1 establishes the invariant in a state in whichc7 is selected for execution. The third to show, by
induction, that the commandc7 establishes the loop invariant and that the loop terminates.
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1. Precondition establishes postcondition:` [pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 Long(d)]idiv1[pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)]
2. Precondition establishes invariant:` [pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(n) <64 Long(d)]idiv1[pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(n; n; d; a; l)]
3. Invariant establishes postcondition, the proof is by induction onq (rule tl9):` [pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l)]idiv1[pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)] for anyq 2 N

(a) Base case,Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3:`(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3)) wp(c7;pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l))
(b) Inductive case,:Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3:`(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3)) wp(c7;pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l))

The proof of the first of these steps is representative of the way in which a command is shown to
establish a property and will be given here. Proofs for the other steps are given in the appendix.

Step (1): Precondition establishes postcondition.` [pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 Long(d)]idiv1[pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)]
Sincepc = l1, commandc1 of programidiv1 is selected and, by rule (tl6), the assertion to prove is
that the assumptions satisfywp(c1;pc =64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)). From rule (tl3), the fact thatc1 is
a conditional command and the assumptionsLong(n) <64 Long(d) andr16 = Long(n) ^ r17 =
Long(d) (definition ofPre), it follows that the precondition must satisfy the assertion:` (pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 Long(d))) wp((r0; r1; r2; r3;mem(r18) := 0; 1;Long(r17);Long(r17);Long(r16); r26);

pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l))
The assumptions can be weakened (rule tl5) with the postcondition updated with the assignments
of c1. This requires:` (pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 Long(d)))(pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)) / (pc; r26) � (r0; 0) � (r1; 1) � (r2;Long(r17))� (r3;Long(r17)) � (mem(r18);Long(r16)) (4)
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That this istrue can be shown from the definitions and by substitution:` pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 Long(d) (assumptions)` Pre(n; d; a; l))n � 0 ^ d > 0 ^ r26 = l ^ r18 = a^r16 = n ^ r17 = n (definitionPre)` Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 Long(d)) n = (0�64 d) +64 n (Long(n) <64 Long(d))` Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 Long(d)) n = (0�64 d) +64 r16 (r16 = n)` Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 Long(d))(n =(r0 �64 d) +64 mem(r18))/(pc; r26) � (r0; 0) � (r1; 1) � (r2;Long(r17))� (r3;Long(r17)) � (mem(r18);Long(r16)) (substitution)` Pre(n; d; a; l))(pc=64 l)/(pc; r26) � (r0; 0) � (r1; 1) � (r2;Long(r17))� (r3;Long(r17)) � (mem(r18);Long(r16)) (substitution andl = r26)` Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 Long(d))(pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)) / (pc; r26) � (r0; 0)� (r1; 1) � (r2;Long(r17))� (r3;Long(r17)) � (mem(r18);Long(r16)) (definition ofPost)

By rule (tl1), Assertion (4) establishes the weakest precondition of the assignment and it follows
that the precondition establishes the postcondition in thecase whenr16 <64 r17.

8.4.1 Proof of the Program

The proof of correctness of programidiv1 is by combining the assertions established by the two
commandsc1 andc7. For anyn; d; a; l 2 N, whenn < d the proof is straightforward; at commandc1, Step (1) establishes:` [pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ Long(n) <64 d]idiv1[pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)]
Whenn > d the proof is by the transitivity rule (tl8), the Steps (2) and(3) establish` [pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(n) <64 d]idiv1[pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(n; d; a; l)]` [pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(n; d; a; l)]idiv1[pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)]
The correctness ofidiv1 is follows, by cases ofLong(n) <64 d and transitivity (rule tl8), establishing:` [pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l)]idiv1[pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)]
By the refinement rule (tl7), this also establishes the correctness ofidiv:` [pc=64 l ^ Pre(n; d; a; l)]idiv[pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)]
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Note that verifying the abstractiondiv1 rather than programdiv, reduces the size of the proof. For
example, to show that the precondition established the invariant, it was only necessary to consider one
command and two cases, for the test of the conditional command. To prove the same property for the
programdiv would require the six commands, labelledl1; : : : ; l6, and four cases, two cases for each
of the tests of the conditional commands atl5 andl6, to be considered.

9 Conclusion

Verification has been limited by the difficulty of reasoning about programs in the presence of pointers
and computed jumps and by the work required to show that a program is correct. This means that for
a large class of programs, which includes the object code which is executed on a machine, verification
is not a practical prospect. These problems are solved for programs of the languageL by generalising
the operations needed for verification and by a method for constructing abstractions of a program. The
operations required were substitution, for verification, and to merge assignment lists, for abstraction.
Instead of the usual definition as functions on syntactic terms, these are defined as expressions ofL.
This allows the operations to have a syntactic form, which can be manipulated, as well as a semantics,
to calculate the result of the operations. The operations are used to simplify the verification of a
program by constructing abstractions of the program. Theseabstractions are also programs ofL,
allowing the use of a single program logic to verify both programs and their abstractions. Since both
verification and abstraction are based on the use of the program text, efficient proof tools can be
constructed and used to further simplify program verification.

An alternative approach to program verification uses the semantics of a language to construct an
interpreter for programs of the language (Boyer & Moore, 1997). This approach solves the problems
caused by pointers and computed jumps and allows the verification of object code programs (Yuan
Yu, 1992). Because of the complexity of a proof of correctness based on an interpreter, the semantic
approach to verification requires the use of automated prooftools to reason about the behaviour of the
interpreter. The complexity of an interpreter for a practical language and the resources needed for the
proof tool means that there are practical limits on the size of the program which can be verified. The
interpreter also limits the simplifications which can be performed on the program, since the language
may not be expressive enough to describe the result of simplifying a program.

The syntactic approach, used here, allows a program to be verified by reasoning about the proper-
ties to be established by the program. This leads to simpler proofs since only the properties which are
needed must be considered. The syntactic approach is also more suitable for a mixture of manual and
automated reasoning. The ability to verify the program in a system of logic means that the proof of
correctness is constructed in a human-readable form. Automated tools which assist in a manually di-
rected proof can be efficiently implemented, since only a mechanical manipulation of text is required.
Because of the expressiveness of the languageL, proof tools and methods developed forL can be ap-
plied to a wide range of programs. This, together with the ability to describe object code as a program
of L, provides a practical means for verifying the programs of a range of processor languages.

The work described in this paper has been verified using the PVS theorem prover (Owre et al.,
1993). The verified theory includes the definitions, theorems, lemmas, the substitution rules (Figure 3)
and the proof rules for commands and programs (Figures 6 and 7). It does not include the examples.
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A Proof of Program idiv

The verification of the abstractionidiv1 is in three steps of which the first is given in the main text of
the paper. The remaining steps are as follows:

Step (2): Precondition establishes invariant.` [pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(n) <64 Long(d)]idiv1[pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(n; n; d; a; l)]
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As in the first step, commandc1 is selected for execution. Since the conditionLong(n) <64 Long(d)
is false, the assertion to prove is:` pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(n) <64 Long(d))

wp((r0; r1; r2; r3; := 0; 0;Long(r17);Long(r17); l7);pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(n; n; d; a; l))
From the weakening rule (tl5), this can be reduced to the assertion:`pc=64 l1 ^ Pre(n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(n) <64 Long(d)) (pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(n; n; d; a; l)) / (pc; l7) � (r0; 0) � (r1; 0) � (r2; r17) � (r3; r17) (5)

and, for the assignment rule (tl1), to the assertion:`(pc=64 l7 ^ ^Inv(n; n; d; a; l)) / (pc; l7) � (r0; 0) � (r1; 0) � (r2; r17) � (r3; r17)) (pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(n; n; d; a; l)) (6)

Both are straightforward from the definitions ofInv andPre and by substitution. Note that result of
the substitution inInv can be determined from the syntax of the expressions:(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(n; n; d; a; l)) / (pc; l7) � (r0; 0) � (r1; 0) � (r2; r17) � (r3; r17)� (l7 =64 l7 ^ n � 0 ^ d > 0 ^ :(l =64 l7) ^ n =64 r16^l =64 r26 ^ a = r18 ^ Long(d) =64 r17 ^ Long(d) =64 r17^Long((0�64 r17) +64 r16) =64 Long(n)^(l7 =64 l) mem(r18) =64 Long(r16)))
The remainder of the proof for this case is straightforward by arithmetic and from the proof rules.

Step (3): Invariant establishes postcondition.` [pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l)]idiv1[pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)] for anyq 2 N
When the value of the program counter isl7, the command selected isc7 which forms a loop in

the program. The proof is therefore by induction on the quotient,q, using rule (tl9). By rule (tl6) the
assertion to be established is:` (pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l)) ) wp(c7;pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l))
The inductive hypothesis (rule tl9) states that, for anyj < q (wherej 2 N):` (pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(j; n; d; a; l)) ) wp(c7;pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l))
The proof is for the base case,q � d < d, and for the inductive case,q � d � d.

Step (3a): Invariant establishes postcondition (base caseLong(r16�64 r17) <64 r3).`(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3)) wp(c7;pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l))
From the assumptionLong(r16�64 r17) <64 r3 and rule (tl3), the assertion to establish is:`(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3))

wp(r0; r1; r16;mem(r18) :=
r0 +64 1; 1; r16 �64 r17;Long(r16�64 r17); r26;
pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l))
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The proof for this is by application of the assignment rule (tl1), with the assertion:`(pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)) /(pc; r26) � (r0; r0 +64 1) � (r1; 1) � (r16; r16�64 r17)� (mem(r18;Long(r16� r17)))) (pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)) (7)

and by the weakening rule (tl5), with the assertion:`(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3))(pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)) /(pc; r26) � (r0; r0 +64 1) � (r1; 1) � (r16; r16�64 r17)� (mem(r18;Long(r16� r17))) (8)

For both assertion (7) and assertion (8), the result of the substitution intoPostcan be determined
from the syntax of the expressions.(pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)) /(pc; r26) � (r0; r0 +64 1) � (r1; 1) � (r16; r16�64 r17)� (mem(r18;Long(r16�64 r17)))�(r26 =64 l ^ n � 0 ^ d > 0 ^ r26 =64 l ^ r18 = a^n =64 (((r0 +64 1)�64 d) +64 Long(r16�64 r17)))
The remainder of the proof for this case is straightforward from arithmetic.

Step (3b): Invariant establishes postcondition (inductive case:Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3).`(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3)) wp(c7;pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l))
In the case when:Long(r16 �64 Long(r17)) <64 r3, the proof is by showing that the assumptions
of the inductive hypothesis are established by commandc7. The postcondition to be established is
pc =64 l7 ^ Inv(q � d; n; d; a; l): the remainderr16 eventually decreases. From the conditional
rule (tl3) and the assumption:Long(r16�64 r17), the proof is of:`(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3))

wp((r0; r1; r16 := r0 +64 1; 0; r16 �64 r17; l7);
pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q � d; n; d; a; l))

As before, the proof is by the assignment rule (tl1) and the weakening rule (tl5). For the weakening
rule, the assertion required is:`(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3))(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q � d; n; d; a; l)) /(pc; l7) � (r0; r0 +64 1) � (r1; 0) � (r16; r16�64 r17) (9)

For the assignment rule, the assertion required is:`(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q � d; n; d; a; l)) / (pc; l7) � (r0; r0 +64 1) � (r1; 0) � (r16; r16�64 r17)) (pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q � d; n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3) (10)
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For both note that the result of the substitution is the equivalence:(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv((q � d; n; d; a; l)) /(pc; l7) � (r0; r0 +64 1) � (r1; 0) � (r16; r16�64 r17)�l7 =64 l7 ^ n � 0 ^ d > 0:(l =64 l7) ^ Long(q) =64 r0^l =64 r26 ^ a =64 r18 ^ Long(d) =64 r3 ^ Long(d) =64 r17^Long(((r0 +64 1)�64 r17) +64 (r16�64 r17)) =64 Long(n)^(l7 =64 l ^mem(r18) =64 (r16� r17))
The proof of the assertions is straightforward by arithmetic. This establishes the assumptions of the
inductive hypothesis:`[(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3)]

idiv1[pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q � d; n; d; a; l)]
From the inductive hypothesis, and transitivity (rule tl8), it follows that the postcondition of the pro-
gram is established.`[(pc=64 l7 ^ Inv(q; n; d; a; l) ^ :Long(r16�64 r17) <64 r3)]

idiv1[pc=64 l ^ Post(n; d; a; l)]
Completing the proof for this assertion and the steps neededto prove the program.


